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ABSTRACT 

 

Phasor Measurement Units (PMUs) are widely acknowledged as one of the most significant 

developments in the field of real-time monitoring of power system. By aligning time stamps of 

voltage and current phasor measurements, which are consistent with Coordinated Universal Time 

(UTC), a coherent picture of the power system state can be achieved through either direct 

measurements or simple linear calculations. With the growing number of PMUs installed or planned 

to be installed in the near future, both utilities and research institutions are looking for novel 

applications of synchrophasor measurements from these widely installed PMUs. In this dissertation, 

the author proposes two new PMUs measurements applications: three-phase instrument transformer 

calibration, and three-phase line parameter calculation with instrument transformers.  

First application is to calibrate instrument transformers. Instrument transformers are the 

main sensors used in power systems. They provide isolation between high voltage level of primary 

side and metering level of the secondary side. All the monitoring and measuring systems obtain 

input signals from the secondary side of instrument transformers. That means when instrument 

transformers are not accurate, all the measurements used in power system are inaccurate. The most 

important job of this dissertation is to explore a method to automatically calibrate all the instrument 

transformers in the power system based on real-time synchrophasor measurements.  
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The regular instrument transformer calibration method requires the instrument transformer to 

be out of service (offline) and calibrated by technicians manually. However, the error of instrument 

transformer changes when environment changes, and connected burden. Therefore, utilities are 

supposed to periodically calibrate instrument transformers at least once a year. The high labor and 

economic costs make traditional instrument transformer calibration method become one of the 

urgent problems in power industry. In this dissertation we introduce a novel, low cost and easy 

method to calibrate three-phase instrument transformers. This method only requires one three-phase 

voltage transformer at one bus calibrated in advance. All other instrument transformers can be 

calibrated by this method as often as twice a day, based on the synchrophasor measurements under 

different load scenarios.  

Second application is to calculate line parameters during calibrating instrument transformers. 

The line parameters, line impedance and line shunt admittance, as needed by utilities are generated 

by the computer method. The computer method is based on parameters, such as the diameter, length, 

material characteristics, the distance among transmission line, the distance to ground and so on. The 

formulas to calculate line parameters have been improved and re-modeled from time to time in order 

to increase the accuracy. However, in this case, the line parameters are still inaccurate due to various 

reasons. The line parameters errors do affect the instrument transformers calibration results (with 5% 

to 10% error). To solve this problem, we present a new method to calculate line parameters and 

instrument transformers in the same processing step.  

This method to calibrate line parameter and instrument transformers at the same time only 

needs one pre-calibrated voltage transformer and one pre-calibrated current transformer in power 

system. With the pre-calibrated instrument transformers, the line parameter as well as the ratio 

correction factors of all the other instrument transformers can be solved automatically. Simulation 
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results showed the errors between calculated line parameters and the real line parameter, the errors 

between calibrated ratio correction factors and the real ratio correction factors are of the order of 

10��� per unit. Therefore, high accuracy line parameters as well as perfectly calibrated instrument 

transformers can be obtained by this new method. This method can run automatically every day. 

High accuracy and dynamic line parameters will significantly improve power system models. It will 

also increase the reliability and speed of the relay system, enhance the accuracy of power system 

analysis, and benefit all other researches using line parameters. New methods of calculating line 

parameter and the instrument transformer calibrations will influence the whole power industry 

significantly. 
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CHAPTER 1  INTRODUCTION 

Reliable electric power supply is essential to the functioning of modern society, Hurricane 

Sandy devastated Northeastern United States and caused damage of at least $70 billion USD, 

including business interruption expenses over $50 billion. Hurricane Sandy suspended traffic, 

commutation, and electric power supply leaving people in NY State in dark, cold and hungry 

because of lack of power supply. It is very difficult to build strong electric grid which can survive in 

a hurricane. But this Sandy story tells us clearly how important power system is and how closely 

power system affects all of us. It is clear that stable and reliable operation of a power network is 

extremely important for normal functioning of modern societies. The invention of phasor 

measurement unit (PMU) is a milestone in power system monitoring and control [1]. PMU can 

measure and time-stamp three-phase voltages and currents, which include both magnitude and angle, 

at the rate of 30 measurements per second. Its high data rate ensures monitoring power grid transient 

behavior in real time and continuously. Three-phase measurements provides complete observability 

of  power system compared to traditional measurement, which only include positive sequence.   

 

1.1    Phasor measurement units and phasor data concentrators 

 An electric power system is a network including: (1) generators -- to supply the power; (2) 

transmission systems -- to carry and transmit the power; and (3) the users -- households and 

industries [2]. Stability is the most important and basic requirement of the electric power system. At 

present, the most common accident in a large power grid is still the failure in synchronized 

operation of generators, and taking inappropriate control decisions during systems disturbances. [3] 

(Obviously hurricane is not the “common” accident in power system). In order to control and 

overcome power system transient instability, there are lots of methods proposed including 
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contingency analysis to forecast the stability of a system. But these methods have the same 

disadvantage that the accuracy of prediction is highly dependent on the parameters and models used 

for simulation. With rapid devepolements in computer and internet technology, it is possible to 

measure and monitor the three-phase phasors, phase angle differences and frequency of the system 

in real time [4]. Steady-state current and voltage waveforms can be represented by a complex 

number with a magnitude equal to the RMS value of the signal and with a phase angle equal to the 

angle when t=0. This complex number is called phasor. In digital measuring system, the 

fundamental frequency component of the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) is used to calculate the 

phasor based on n-samples collected in a period [5]. The number of samples should meet the 

Nyquist Sampling theory: that is the input signal should be filtered to eliminiate aliasing errors, 

which is caused by signals with frequency above the Nyquist rate [6, 7, 1].   

In the mid of 1980s, the first Phasor Measurement Unit (PMU) prototype was developed in 

the Power System Research Laboratory at Virginia Tech, shown in Figure 1.1.  
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Figure 1.1 The first phasor measurement units build at Virginia Tech 

 
 

The PMUs can accurately and instantaneously calculate synchronized phasor measurements 

of voltages and currents, which has promoted their persistent propagation in power systems 

throughout the world. More and more applications are being developed, researched, studied, and 

implemented to meet measurement, protection, and control requirements in the increasingly stressed 

market-deregulated power system [9]. 

PMUs are designed to measure the positive, negative, and zero sequence phasors of voltages 

and currents, in addition to the system frequency and the rate of change of frequency, through 

numerical algorithms implemented in the unit. This device enables the performing local 

computations in real time and solves the problem of measurement time skews through sampling 

clock synchronization [10]. 

Today, Synchronized Phasor Measurement Units have been installed on power grids around 

the world to provide highly accurate time-stamped voltage and current measurements from network 

buses and transmission lines. PMUs use global positioning system (GPS) timing signals to provide 

measurements synchronized within one micro-second of each other from different points in the 

network [11]. PMUs can provide three-phase as well as positive sequence measurements. These 

measurements and data are the foundations of modern Wide Area Measurement Systems (WAMS) 

[12].  Since Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University (Virginia Tech) research team 

developed the first prototype phasor measurement unit (PMU) in 1988, PMUs have been gradually 

deployed throughout the world [13]. PMU potential for use in power system applications has not yet 

been fully realized. The following are a few of the applications of the phasor measurement systems 

that are being developed. With limited number of PMUs, reference [14] deals with the minimal 

PMU set through a dual search algorithm which uses both a modified bisecting search and a 
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simulated annealing-based method to fix the location of PMU. A novel wide area backup protection 

algorithm to identify fault branch based on the fault steady state component is proposed in reference 

[15]. A fault detection/location index in terms of Clarke components of the synchronized voltage 

and current phasors is derived in reference [16, 17]. A new Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) based 

algorithm (termed as Smart Discrete Fourier Transform, SDFT) to eliminate system noise and 

measurement errors such that extremely accurate fundamental frequency components can be 

extracted for calculation of fault detection/location index [17].  

PMUs installed in power system substations, receive voltage and current signals converted at 

suitable metering level from instrument transformers as input, and provide time-stamped three-

phase voltages and current phasors, frequency information of all monitored buses and feeders. 

Figure 1.2 is the architecture of PMUs, communication links and data concentrator.  
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Figure 1.2 Architecture of phasor measurement units, data concentrators, and instrument 

transformers in power system 
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As soon as measurement are entered in local data storage, they are available for real time 

communication with data concentrator. Typical functions of phasor data concentrator (PDC) are to 

collect data from several PMUs, select and reject bad data, align the time-stamps and save them 

simultaneously in historian. Real-time applications for this propose are available. The highest 

hierarchical level of PDC can be viewed as regional on a system-wide scale. The functions of super 

PDC are similar to those of the lower level PDC: collect data from PDCs and provide real time 

application with steady stream measurements over the entire system [18]. Calibration applications 

can be implemented in any lever of PDC but can reach more desirable results in a higher level. At 

present, the WAMS based on synchronized phasor measurements are being used to provide 

improved monitoring, protection, and control of the national power system.    

The applications of synchronized PMU measurement in this work are part of the PMU 

projection applications, which include real-time topology update, three-phase instrument 

transformer calibration, real-time three-phase state estimation, islanding detection, and system 

imbalances monitoring. Figure 1.3 illustrates the architecture of these applications. Based on the 

XML configuration file,  the PDC receives data package from PMUs and sends back the checking 

message. All the applications proposed by Virginia Tech Power Lab are implemented at the PDC 

level. The applications outputs (topology status, state values by state estimation [19], ratio 

correction factors of instrument transformers, and alarms of negative sequence currents and 

islanding) are used by real time operation and control systems in Dominion Virginia Power [20, 21, 

22]. This work focuses on the novel applications of WAMS: via using the synchronized 

measurements to automatically calibrate the instrument transformers, from which these 

measurements are obtained, as well as line parameters calculation. 
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Figure 1.3 PMU applications architecture 
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Measurements made on power systems are performed with current and voltage signals 

derived from instrument transformer secondary circuits. An ideal transformer should provide 

secondary signals, which are strictly proportional to primary quantities. However, practical 

instrument transformers always have Ratio Correction Factors (RCFs) and Phase Angle Correction 

Factors (PACFs). These factors are not perfect (i.e. they differ from 1 and 0° respectively) [23]. 

These errors will lead to biased measurements if the instrument transformers are not properly 

calibrated [24]. 

The errors introduced by transformers are a recognized component of input data errors in the 

Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) and Phasor Measurement Units. Correcting 

these errors by field calibration is an expensive option, and is seldom employed except in a few 

special cases. Phasor measurements offer a unique opportunity to calibrate the instrument 

transformers by using several scans of measurements during daily load variations, requiring a few 

accurate voltage transformers available on power system. In most power systems, where revenue 

metering is carried out, precise instrument transformers are usually available [25]. 

The principle behind this auto-calibration technique can be explained with the simple 

example of a two-bus system. When the loading current in line ‘mn’ is light, the accuracy of the 

current transformers (CTs) involved is not critical to calibrating the voltage transformers (VTs) at 

bus ‘n’, assuming that the VT at bus ‘m’ is precise, or has a known calibration. Extending this 

process to the entire network, when the load in the system is light, one could calibrate all the VTs in 

the network with the help of all available precise VTs [31]. Then, using these VT calibrations, the 

CTs in all the branches can be calibrated using the accurate voltage measurements and the system 

impedance data.  
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1.2    Organizations of the Dissertation 

The dissertation is organized as following: 

Chapter 1: General introduction. This chapter introduces the general background of PMU 

and its applications in power system, presents the motivation and objective of this dissertation and 

briefly describes the contents of each chapter.  

Chapter 2: Three-phase power flow. This chapter proposes a new method of calculating 

three-phase power flow with positive sequence power flow data, system topology and line models. 

The traditional three-phase power flow calculation is also briefly discussed to compare with the new 

method.  

Chapter 3: Three-phase transducers calibration. Transducers calibration is a long-term 

problem in a power system. Utilities are struggling to develop a less time and labor consuming 

approach to periodically calibrate instrument transformer. This chapter focuses on a new three-phase 

instrument transformer calibration method with synchronized phasor measurement, which only 

requires one pre-calibrated voltage transformer with PMU. This new method is a labor-free and 

automatic process, which can run as often as twice a day. Based on the simulation, this method 

achieves desirable results and can be implemented on utility power systems.       

Chapter 4: Conditions of three-phase transducer calibration. This chapter discusses the key 

conditions of three-phase instrument transformers calibration demonstrated in chapter 3. In chapter 

3, two assumptions are made to implement the calibration method. Firstly, the ratio correction 

factors of all the transducers keep the same during short time period; secondly, the unbalanced line 

parameters used by utilities are accurate and can reflect the real power system perfectly. This 

chapter analyzes the influence of the conditions when fail to meet these assumptions. Load-to-
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Result Ratio (LTRR) is used to evaluate the effect caused by load deviation, when the influence of 

inaccurate line parameters will be solved in next chapter.     

Chapter 5: Three-phase line parameter calculation with transducer calibration. This chapter 

solves the question of achieving accurate and dynamic line parameters in power system. This 

method, instead of applying physical modeling to get line parameters, uses the synchronized phasor 

measurements to calculate the line parameters. With only one pre-calibrated voltage transformer and 

one pre-calibrated current transformer, highly accurate line parameters as well as ratio correction 

factors of transducers can be achieved. The accuracy of the line parameters is dependent on how 

accurate the pre-calibrated transducers are. The method is accurate and low-cost, which will have 

significant influence on modeling process in power system.  

Chapter 6: Conclusion and future work. This chapter summarizes all the research work 

presented in this dissertation and recommends several works worthy of further exploration in future. 
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CHAPTER 2 THREE-PHASE UNBALANCED POWER 

FLOW COMPATIBLE WITH PARTIALLY OBSERVED 

DATA 

 

2.1      Introduction 

For studies to be carried out in this project one needs currents and voltages on the power 

system of the DVP network.  While the project anticipates installation of PMUs at all the 500 kV 

buses of the system, at present only a few buses are equipped with PMUs.  These PMUs provide the 

actual unbalanced voltages and currents observed in real time.  It then becomes necessary to create a 

technique whereby one could use these real time data and simulate a load flow condition on the rest 

of the network which is consistent with the observed data.  This is achieved through several steps 

which begin with a positive sequence load flow for the system, converted to a three phase load flow 

with some assumed unbalances in the tie-line flows, and known unbalances of transmission line 

parameters.  This chapter details how this is achieved in this study.  It should be emphasized that 

this is a stop-gap method used to provide data which ultimately will come from actual real-time 

measurements of a fully deployed WAMS system. 

In AC power systems, all the models and measurements are asymmetrical and unbalanced, 

especially in long-distance and extra-high voltage transmission systems. Over years, lots of aspects 

have been traced to power system imbalances, such as increased power losses, heating of 

synchronous generators, misfiring of power converters, ill-tripping of protection relays, and 

unbalanced transmission line [26]. Using only positive sequence analysis to represent and simulate 

three-phase power system is not convincing and sufficient. The alternative solution is to use a three-

phase algorithm. However, three-phase calculation is much more complex than positive sequence, 
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needs more space and calculation speed is slow. This chapter introduces a new algorithm of three-

phase power flow, which considers the line imbalances as the main source of system imbalance.  

At present, there are a variety of three-phase power flow calculation methods to study the 

three-phase flow, including: the Newton-Raphson method, P-Q decoupling method, etc. [27]. P-Q 

decoupling method asks the transmission lines to have negligible resistance. Newton-Raphson 

method is widely used. Usually, to calculate three-phase power flow problem via regular Newton-

Raphson method has following five steps: 

(1) Get system parameters and power injection: three-phase line and transformers 

parameters, three-phase generator outputs, three-phase loads and other power injections;   

(2) Set the starting three-phase voltages; 

(3) calculate the three-phase Jacobian matrix;  

(4) Apply Newton-Raphson iteration process until the difference between last two 

iterations is smaller than the threshold; 

(5) Get the final three-phase voltages.    

The Jacobian matrix in the third step needs reformulation and inversion each time during the 

iterations. The computation labor is heavy and needs lots of memory space. Time requirement also 

limits the fast calculation requirements and real-time application of this method. To solve these 

problems, a simplified three-phase power flow algorithm is discussed in next section. Compared 

with Newton-Raphson three-phase power flow algorithm, calculation process of the new method is 

simple and fast. The three-phase power flow result is used as the input signal of PMUs in this 

project. 
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2.2      Simplified three-phase power flow  

To avoid these disadvantages of the regular Newton-Raphson method, a simplified three-

phase power flow calculation method is proposed in this section. This method considers line 

parameters and the powers through tie lines as the source of imbalance in the system. Firstly, the 

three-phase power flow considering unbalanced line parameters is introduced here. The simulation 

result of this algorithm in Dominion Virginia Power (DVP) 500kV power system will be presented 

later. We will discuss the imbalances from tie lines, which is caused by the unbalance introduced by 

neighboring high voltage system.  

The new three-phase power flow is the positive sequence power flow after adding system 

imbalance. With the positive sequence power flow provided by simulation or SCADA; the positive 

sequence voltage values at each substation; and the three-phase line parameters provided by utility 

the new method is processed by the following steps:   

(1) Get the positive sequence bus voltages from utility, and the corresponding positive 

sequence line parameters to form the line admittance matrix; 

(2) Transform the positive sequence voltages and line admittance matrix into balanced 

three-phase matrix as shown in equation 2.1  

                        

A

A B

C

V

V V

V

 
 ⇒  
            

A m m

adm m B m

m m c

Y Y Y

Y Y Y Y

Y Y Y

 
 ⇒  
    

(3) Calculate the positive sequence injection current of each bus using equation 2.2 

   
*balance adm balanceI Y V=

 

(4) Generate unbalanced three-phase line admittance matrix based on the three-phase line 

parameters from utility. 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 
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(5) Replace the balanced admittance matrix by unbalanced admittance matrix in equation 

2.3 to get the three-phase unbalanced currents. 

   _ *unbalance adm unbal balanceI Y V=
        

(6) Use equation 2.4 to calculate the average of balanced and unbalanced currents. It will be 

used as the final unbalanced three-phase currents. 

            2
balance unbalance

average

I I
I

+
=

        

(7) Use equation 2.5 to calculate the unbalanced three-phase voltages and three-phase 

currents. 

             
1

_

*unbalance unbal average

unbal inj unbal

V Z I

here Z Y
−

=

=，        

            After these 7 steps, the three-phase unbalanced voltages are calculated. With branch 

admittance matrix, the three-phase currents can be obtained by equation 2.6. 

                        *branch branch unbalanceI Y V=  

With positive sequence line parameters and power flow, as well as three-phase line parameter 

provided, three-phase power flow can be achieved. The method successfully adds unbalanced 

information into positive sequence flow.  

           The method proposed here for taking into account unbalanced power flows is a stop gap 

measure until real-time three phase voltage and current data is available from PMUs. Taking the 

advantage of few existing PMU measurements, the results obtained by the new method can be 

modified with PMU measurements. In the m-bus n-branch system, PMUs are installed to measure 

three-phase voltage at p buses and three-phase current through q branches. The relationship between 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

(2.7) 

(2.6) 
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branch currents and bus voltages is indicated in equation 2.7. Here matrix is the branch impedance 

matrixY��	
�	�
 , which is different from the line admittance matrix in equation 2.3.  

���	
�	�
 = ���	
�	�
 ∙ �	�
 
In equation 2.7, (m-p)*3 voltages and (n-q)*3 currents are unknowns with n*3 equations. Clearly 

more equation relationships are needed to handle this case of few real-time measurements.  

In order to establish new relationship among these unknowns, it’s assumed that the 

proportion of flow distributed among each branch should keep the same when no change happens to 

loads and generators. In other words, for these branches without PMU, the proportion of currents of 

one branch to the currents of another one should be the same as that value calculated in the new 

method. The “one branch” used as a reference bus. Equation 2.8 shows the relationship clearly.                                                            

��_��	
�	�
 = � ∙ ����_��	
�	�
  

Here, subscript i: the i-th branch. 

          ��_��	
�	�
 : the three-phase current flow in i-th branch without PMU 

          ����_��	
�	�
 : the three-phase current flow in branch without PMU as reference 

          A: the proportionality matrix, with diagonal elements as [�	, �� , �	]� 

In equation 2.8, the proportionality matrix can be calculated based on the result of equation 

2.6. Therefore, (n-q)*3 unknowns of currents can be reduced into the number of reference currents. 

Put equation 2.8 into equation 2.7 to get equation 2.9. 

_ _

_ _

i _ ref _

abc abc

pmu branch pmu branch abc

abc abc abc pmu

ref branch ref branch branch abc

abc abc i

branch branch

I I
U

I I Y
U

I AI

   
    

= =     
       

 

Putting unknowns on the left side of equation, get equation 2.10 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 
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                                        _
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      − = +      
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Then unknown quantities, reference three-phase currents and three-phase voltages at buses without 

PMU, can be calculated by equation 2.11 with least square estimation. 

                                         _ (C )C
abc

T Tref branch

abc

i

I
inv C R

U

 
= 

 
                  

Here, matrix C is [A			 − ���	
�	�
 ] 
          Matrix R is _

abc abc abc

branch pmu i branchY U I

   
   

+
   
      

� �

� �

  

Then, the three-phase current can be calculated by equation 2.7.        

 

2.3      Three-phase power flow with tie line 

It is unusual to find a totally islanded power system. Even by term of country, lots of 

countries have their power system connected to the system of neighboring countries. DVP 500kV 

system is the target for the project. Since DVP system is connecting to several others utilities. The 

imbalance cannot be treated only by its unbalanced transmission line, but also contains the influence 

of boundary tie lines. The goal of this section is to provide the algorithm of three-phase power flow 

with tie lines. Imbalances are caused by unbalanced injections from boundaries as well as the 

unbalanced parameters of transmission lines.  

In DVP 500kV system, boundaries are the lines connected 500KV substation to substations 

at different voltage levels and substations owned by other power companies. The model used 

multiplies positive sequence tie-line currents with assumed unbalanced multipliers, which is 

(2.11) 

(2.10) 
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generated by 2% random distribution, to get currents of phases B and C.  Following are the steps to 

get unbalanced power flow data: 

(1) List the tie lines of each substation. The criterion of tie lines are: one end of the line 

connects to substation owned by companies other than Dominion; the line is not fully 

observed at both end; 

(2) Get the positive sequence voltages at each substation, positive sequence line parameters 

and injection power (real and reactive) in the tie lines; 

(3) Calculate the injection currents through tie lines by conjugating the result of dividing 

injection power with voltages.  Couple of substations have tie lines at different voltage 

levels. Use the voltages at corresponding voltage levels of injection power to calculate 

currents. 

(4) Build three-phase unbalanced admittance matrix with transmission lines models provided 

by DVP, as well as three-phase unbalanced branch matrix. Achieve unbalanced voltage 

with admittance matrix and injection currents. That provides the imbalances coming 

from unbalanced system models and injections. 

Get and save unbalanced power flow data with three-phase unbalanced voltage gotten and 

unbalanced branch matrix. This simulation is finished in PSS/E, python and MATLAB. The flow 

chart is indicated in Figure 2.1.  
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Figure 2.1 Flow Chart of three-phase power flow simulation 

 
 

To simulate high quality data and make it close to a real case, we need understand where the 

errors come from. The Gaussian error of PMUs is the quantization error due to analog to digital 

converters, which is negligible in well-designed commercial PMUs. The angle error caused by 

synchronization is around 0.00667 degree [28]. In this study, we assumed PMU itself is perfect and 

its error model mainly depends on the instrument transformer connected with it, which is in the 
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range of [0.988, 1.012] in magnitude and [-2, 2] degrees in angle. According to this condition, we 

can get measurements from PMUs by Equation 2.5. 

pmu pmu pfM R M=
                                            (2.5) 

Here, Mpmu is the measurement of two PMUs. 

             Rpmu is the measurement error of PMUs, random in range [0.997, 1.003] and [-1, 1]. 

             Mpf is three-phase power flow data. 

PMUs can obtain three-phase measurements and positive phasors: both voltage and line 

current information. With two PMUs installed in DVP system, six 3-phase line currents and two 3-

phase bus voltages are gotten directly from superPDC. Additionally, the 3-phase voltages at six 

buses, the other side of branches, can be calculated by line admittance and currents. Therefore, the 

unknowns are 27 three-phase voltages and 29 currents with calculated values of three-phase power 

flow data without PMUs and two PMUs’ measurements results. Using the method described in 

section 2.2, the three-phase power flow with part of PMUs measurements can be calculated. 

2.4      Simulation and results 

As one of the nation's largest producers and transporters of energy, Dominion has ability to 

generate approximately 27,400 megawatts, and own 6,300 miles of electric transmission lines. To 

monitor and maintenance such large power network is extremely important and very difficult. It 

requires a fast and high accuracy method. Now PMUs are installing on this power system. 

When Dominion’s PMUs and phasor data concentrators are installed in their network 

completely, the network power flow data will be received from the PMUs measurements. Currently, 

only two PMUs have been installed at North Anna and Surry 500 stations since 2010. There are not 

enough PMUs to measure the whole system and the data is not enough to analyse and understand 

whole power network. In this case, we can calculate these virtual measurements based on the real 
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data collected by two existing real PMUs and power flow results.  These virtual measurements are 

the temporary data sources for calibration propose until all PMUs are installed. Before real PMUs 

are fully installed, virtual measurements were created to replace PMUs measurements as the power 

flow data to simulate a real case. This will help us to evaluate the calibration results before all the 

PMUs really installed: save time and money.  

With the method discussed in above section, three-phase power flow with imbalance is 

calculated by a program in MATLAB. Adding the errors from instrument transformers and PMUs, 

the synchronized phasor measurements are simulated. The results are presented in figures 2.2 to 2.3. 

In figure 2.2, black stars and line indicate the PMU measurements, while red line is power flow 

data. Y axis is voltage magnitude in pu unit and X axis is the measurements sequence with A-B-C 

phase from bus 1 to 29. 

 Errors between PMU measurements and power flow of phase A are shown in figure 2.3.  

Errors are in range of [-0.008, 0.02], and the average errors of PMU measurements are around 1%, 

which is reasonable for commercial PMU’s error. Therefore, the method works well. 
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Figure 2.2  Voltage magnitude of PMU measurements and three-phase power flow 
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Figure 2.3   Voltage magnitude errors between PMU and power flow data 
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CHAPTER 3 THREE-PHASE TRANSDUCERS 

CALIBRATION 

 

3.1    Introduction 

Instrument transformers, short for IT, convert the voltages and currents into suitable 

metering signals (120kV and 5A), and provide isolation for lower level system safety. Instrument 

transformers are widely used to measure system quantities and manage protection [6]. It decreases 

the high level signals (current and voltage) in transmission system side, into suitable low level 

signals in monitoring system side and isolates these two sides. According to different input signals, 

instrument transformers are classified as voltage transformers and current transformers. A voltage 

transformer is installed into transmission system on its primary side, while current transformer is 

connected in series with the system element.  For their secondary side, the current transformers are 

usually set as 5A rated current and voltage transformers are designed for 120 V for rated phase to 

phase value.  

Voltage transformers are also classified into inductive type and capacitor type. Inductive 

voltage transformer is generally used for voltage levels up to 100 kV. When the voltage is above 

100kV, capacitor voltage transformer (CVT) is installed. However, (in some cases) inductive 

voltage transformer is also installed for more accurate metering purposes even at voltage levels 

above 100 kV [29]. 

According to its functions, instrument transformers are classified as relaying and metering 

instrument transformers. Metering instrument transformers, which can get measurements for 

revenue billing purposes, have high accuracy but are expensive. Relaying instrument transformer is 
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the one widely used to send its measurement for PMUs, relays and SCADA. However, relaying IT 

have errors in their ratio magnitude and ratio angle, which need to be calibrated by utilities. With 

uncelebrated IT, the primary measurement have errors both in magnitude and angle. IEEE standard 

defines the ratio correction factor as the ratio between real IT ratio and the name plate rating, which 

is the ratio between real measurement value and metered value. Same as phase angle correction 

factor, the correction factor is in range of 3% to 10% (in magnitude), and 2.6 to 10 degree (in angle). 

This correction factor can be obtained with on-site calibration test periodically.  But this test is very 

expensive and time-consuming, so rarely performed by utilities. To solve this problem, we will 

introduce an automatic calibration method based on PMUs measurements, which can run twice a 

day.  This technique only requires one voltage transformer calibrated in advance. Automatic 

transducer calibration improves the reliability of protection, accuracy of state estimation and 

monitoring systems.  

An ideal instrument transformer usually has a primary side value equal to the ratio of 

instrument transformer times the secondary side value as shown in equation 3.1.  

		�� =  × �"          (3.1) 

Here, �� is the primary value, complex number. 

�" is the secondary value, complex number, metered by instrument transformer. 

        R is the ratio of instrument transformer, complex number. 

   All the monitoring and control systems obtain transmission system measurements from 

secondary sides of IT.  Accurate metering of instrument transformer is important for power system 

reliability. However, due to lots of factors (such as cost, usage, environment, and so on) real ratio of 

relaying instrument transformer is different from its nominal setting. This difference is called ratio 

error (RE).  In order to achieve correct and accurate measurements, utilities need to calibrate all the 
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instrument transformers periodically to decrease RE. Some infrastructures in North America and 

Europe are getting old; more than 40% of the substation transformers are more than 40 years old in 

some utilities [45, 44].  Ideal, instrument transformers can be calibrated by conducting on-site 

calibration tests. But in fact, these calibration tests are very expensive and time-consuming [30].  

They are rarely performed on a whole system-wide calibration. A remote calibration of transducers 

within a substation was introduced in reference [31]. This method uses telemetered (unsynchronized) 

transducer measurements from system substations to estimate the calibration parameters of 

instrument transformers. The method basically determines ratio correction factors of substation 

instrument transformers by requiring that Kirchhoff’s current and voltage laws be satisfied.  The 

method also assumes that precise measurements from feeders supplying the substation are available. 

Reference [32] focuses on electronic transducers’ errors in real power, reactive power, and state 

variable measurements. It also mentions a linear measurement model where the vector of 

measurements depends upon the true value of the measured quantity. Reference [33] which is 

closest in concept to the present work, introduced a method to calibrate instrument transformers 

with different load scans based on PMUs measurements. In [33], the author compared two methods: 

the first method uses light load scans to calibrate VTs and heavy load scans to calibrate CTs using 

previously calibrated VT results; the second method uses the different load scans to calibrate VTs 

and CTs at the same time.  However, none of these references discussed the concept of three-phase 

transducer calibration. We will describe a novel technique of automatic three-phase instrument 

transformers calibration and analyzes its operation and results in this chapter. 

3.2     Error models  

According to the usage, instrument transformers may be of metering type and relaying type. 

Usually, the relaying instrument transformers are used for measurement functions such as PMUs or 
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SCADA. Voltage transformers used on high voltage transmission networks are generally of the 

capacitive coupled type (CVT).  It is known that the CVT transformation ratio differs from the 

nominal (name-plate) ratio due to variations in connected burden, equipment age, as well as the 

environmental conditions such as the ambient temperature in the substation.  Current transformers 

(CTs) in use are generally magnetic core devices with multiple secondary circuits.  The 

transformation ratio of a CT depends upon the nature of the connected burden and current 

magnitude. Requirements for CVTs and CTs are defined in IEEE and International standards [34]. 

Deviations from nominal transformation ratios of the instrument transformers are expressed in terms 

of a Correction Factor (CF) which is a complex number.  It may be expressed as a Ratio Correction 

Factor (RCF) and a Phase Angle Correction Factor (PACF).   

Based on the requirement that the correction factor of voltage transformer or of current 

transformer should be within the limits [35], IEEE standard specifies the accuracy class of voltage 

and current transformers. Accuracy class is defined when the power factor of metering signal is 

lagging with value from 0.6 to 1.0 [34]. Table 3.1 lists the correction factor requirements of 

instrument transformers under different accuracy class. 
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Table 3.1 The correction factor requirements of instrument transformers under different 

accuracy class 

Transfor

mer class 

Voltage transformers Current transformers (rated current) 

class 

Ratio 

Error (

%± ) 

Phase Angle Error (

± degree) 
class 

Ratio 

Error (

%± ) 

Phase Angle Error (

± degree) 

Relaying 
3P 3 2 

X and 

T 
3~10 2~6.7 

6P 6 4 C 1 1.04 

Metering 1.2 1.2 1.04 1.2 1.2 1.04 

Metering 0.6 0.6 0.52 0.6 0.6 0.52 

Metering 0.3 0.3 0.26 0.3 0.3 0.26 

High-

accuracy 
0.15 0.15 0.104 0.15 0.15 0.104 
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 From table 3.1, relaying instrument transformers have 3% to 10% Ratio Magnitude Error 

and 2 to 6.7 degrees Phase angle Error. Considering ratio error, the relationship of measurement and 

true value can be written in equation 3.2: 

	�� = #� × �$_�             (3.2) 

Here, Xr is the true value of the input signal of instrument transformer in per unit. 

            �$_� is the measurement of instrument transformer in per unit. 

            #� is the correction factor of instrument transformer in per unit. 

IEEE standard C57.13.6 [37] specifies the method to calibrate instrument transformers in the 

field to get the value of 	#% . The standard also states that instrument transformers should be 

calibrated periodically to ensure accurate metering. On-site calibration is the most direct way to 

eliminate the biased measurements introduced by imperfect instrument transformers. Unfortunately 

this method requires the transducers to be taken out of service for calibration. The on-site calibration 

is an expensive and labor intensive process. 

Errors made by a PMU consist of three parts: (i) errors introduced by ratio correction factors 

of the instrument transformers, (ii) errors caused by the quantization of the Analog-to-Digital (A/D) 

converter, and (iii) errors caused by GPS synchronization uncertainties. Modern PMUs commonly 

use 16-bit Analog-to-Digital converters, although in older instruments a 12-bit converter may be 

used.  For a 12-bit A/D converter the standard deviation of the measured phasor magnitude’s errors 

in per unit is around 0.825x10-5 [36].  For a 16-bit A/D converter the phasor estimation error is 

negligible. Phase angle errors in PMU measurements may be caused by inaccuracy of time 

synchronization. When GPS synchronization is lost, the PMU provides an indication of this fact, 

and the corresponding phasor is considered invalid and is rejected at the source. When GPS 

synchronization is present, its accuracy is 1µs.  PMU phase angle errors due to uncertainties of 1µs 
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are assumed to be less than 0.021 degrees for a 60 Hz system.  In practice the GPS system delivers a 

more accurate synchronization, and one may assume the phase angle error to have a standard 

deviation of 0.0067 [37]. Equation 3.3 represents the error caused by PMU. 

��_& = #& ×�$_&         (3.3) 

Here, ��_&	is the true value of the input signal of PMU per unit. 

            �$_& is the measurement of PMU per unit. 

            #� is the correction factor of PMU per unit. 

The input signal of PMU is the output signal of instrument transformer. That is the 

measurement of instrument transformer �$_� 	equals the true value of PMU’s input signal  ��_& . 

From equations 3.1 to 3.3 we can get the error model of the final measurement and the true value in 

following equations: 

�� = # × �$_&, # = #& × #� 

As discussed, relaying instrument transformers have ±3%~10% ratio error and ±2°~ 6.7° 

phase angle error and PMUs have errors which magnitudes distribute with 0.825x10-5 deviation and 

angle distribute in range of ±0.021 ° . From these values, it is clear that the transducer errors are the 

major source of PMU measurements error. In next parts, calibration results are calculated under two 

conditions: (1) consider error of instrument transformer as the overall error in measurement; (2) 

consider PMU’s error besides that of instrument transformer.    

In power systems, every substation has at least one three-phase potential transformers (PTs) 

or three-phase capacitor voltage transformers (CVTs) metering voltages at each levels, and every 

transmission line has one three-phase current transformers (CT) installed at its two ends to meter the 

current in  two directions as shown in the two buses system in Fig. 3.1.  
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Figure 3.1 A two-bus system 

 
In the two buses system, transmission line is modeled as common three-phase π model with 

three-phase inductance (+,-	�
 ), three-phase susceptance (.,�	�
 , .-�	�
 ). Its three-phase unbalanced 

transmission line model with phase and mutual impedance, susceptance. Calibrated high-accuracy 

Potential transformers are installed at bus p and capacitor voltage transformer at bus q. Current 

transformers CTs meter the current in two directions (from bus P to Q, and Q to P). If all the IT is 

perfect, the difference between voltages at bus p ant bus q can calculated.  

The parameters of a π-type transmission line model are given in equations (3.4) - (3.7).  
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In equations (3.4) - (3.7), the variables are defined as: 

Z—Line series impedance matrix 

Y—Line series admittance matrix 

B—Line shunt susceptance matrix 

p, q subscripts—Bus index 

a, b, c superscripts—A, B, C phase index 

           Three-phase voltage transformers (PT and CVT) are connected at each of the two buses in 

figure 3.1. Three-phase current transformers (CTs) are connected in series at each terminal of the 

transmission line.  Three-phase PT is installed at bus P providing three-phase voltage		�&	�
, and 

three-phase CVT is at bus Q getting three-phase voltage �-	�
.  PT, inductive transducer, is more 

stable and accurate than CVT. Three-phase current transformers are installed at both sides to obtain 

current from P to Q (�,-	�
) and current from Q to P (�-,	�
) respectively.  

According to Ohm’s law, the voltage difference at two buses equals the voltage drop caused 

by current flowing through the line resistance. Assuming all of the measurements are accurate, the 

relationship between the network currents and voltages is given by equations (3.8) and (3.9): 
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However, error exists in relaying instrument transformer ratio. The currents and voltages 

used by PMUs, whose errors basically come from instrument transformer, is not the true value of 

currents and voltages in the system. To make sure all the measurements reflect accurate state of 

power system, instrument transformers need to be calibrated periodically. In next section, a novel 

three-phase calibration method will be presented. This method is labor-free, automatic and accurate. 

 

3.3     Three-phase transducers calibration 

In last sections, the functions and relationship of instrument transformers and PMUs are 

discussed. Since the errors in instrument transformer and PMUs affect the measurements in power 

system and need to be removed by transducer calibration. At present, utilities calibrate instrument 

transformers by in field tests. Almost entire industry calibrates instrument transformers based on a 

differential measurement which compares the unknown transformer with a reference transformer of 

the same ratio. The most common method of comparison is to connect the two transformers together 

to meter the difference between the two secondary currents or voltage [38]. Another calibration 

technique is proposed as self-calibration of instrument transformer [39]. In that paper, zero-point 

test, artificial offset test and ratio meter test are required to calibrate transducers by themselves. 

However, both of these two calibration method need to set the calibrating instrument transformer 

out of service and need lots of time and labor. The high cost of calibration frustrates all utilities. To 

solve the problem, a novel three-phase instrument transformer calibration is discussed in this section. 

This calibration technique is labor-free, can operate as often as twice a day without requiring 

transducer to be taken out of service.      

(3.9) 
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First, the method will be explained based on the two bus system. Equation (3.10) and (3.11) 

are the reformulated version of three-phase voltage drop equation (3.8) and (3.9).  

/-	�
 = /,	�
 − +,-	�
(�,-	�
 − .,	�
 ∙ /,	�
) 
/,	�
 = /-	�
 − +,-	�
(�-,	�
 − .-	�
 ∙ /-	�
) 

Here, “abc” superscripts —Three-phase vector of measurement X:
   

T
a b c

X X X    

           “p”, “q” subscripts — Bus index 

/,	�
 — three-phase voltage at bus p:  [/,	, /,� , /,
]� 

 
/-	�
 — three-phase voltage at bus q:  [/-	, /-� , /-
]� 

            
�,-	�
 — three-phase current flowing from bus p to bus q:  [�,-	 , �,-� , �,-
 ]� 

�-,	�
 — three-phase current flowing from bus q to bus b:  [�-,	 , �-,� , �-,
 ]�  

In section 3.2, the measurements obtained from PMUs contain errors from instrument 

transformers and itself. The measurement of instrument transformer is the device dominant error 

23	�
plus random measuring error  ℇ	�
 in equation 3.12 and 3.13. Combine the dominant error and 

random error together to get the ratio errors of 23	�
, 2�	�
 as in equation 3.12 and 3.13. The ratio 

errors of current and voltage transformers are complex numbers, which consist of magnitude ratio 

error as real part and phase angle ratio error as imaginary part.  
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D: diag( abc
X )—

0 0

0 0

0 0

a

b

c

X

X

X

 
 
 
  

 

 

According to equation 3.12 and 3.13, the true value of signal equals ratio correction factors 

times the measurements.  

/�	�
 = 5(#3	�
)/	�
 

��	�
 = 5(#�	�
)�	�
 
Here  

subscript “0”: the true value of input measurement signal 

 #�	�
 : three phase ratio correction factors vector of current transformer 

 #3	�
 : three phase ratio correction factors vector of voltage transformer  

��	�
: the true value of three-phase currents vector 

/�	�
: the true value of three-phase voltages vector 

�	�
: three-phase current measurements vector 

/	�
: three-phase current measurements vector 

Put equations 3.14 and 3.15 into equations 3.10 and 3.11 to get the relationship of 

measurements in equations 3.16 and 3.17. 

5(#3-	�
)/-	�
 = 5(#3,	�
)/,	�
 − +,-	�
(5(#�,-	�
)�,-	�
 − .,	�
5(#3,	�
)/,	�
) 
													5(#3,	�
)/,	�
 = 5(#3-	�
)/-	�
 − +,-	�
(5(#�-,	�
)�-,	�
 − .-	�
5(#3-	�
)/-	�
) 

Instrument transformer calibration is to calculate the values of RCFs (#�	�
, #3	�
) in above 

equations. PMUs provide voltage and current phasor measurements at the rate of 30 measurements 

per second. That means the set of measurements (current and voltage phasors with the same 

(3.16) 

(3.17) 

(3.14) 

(3.15) 
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timestamp) in equation 3.16 and 3.17 are all known. In this chapter, the parameters of transmission 

lines are assumed to be accurate and represent the line model perfectly. Actually, these values 

provided by utilities may contain lots of error, which would be considered in the next chapter. Only 

unknowns are ratio correction factors in these equations with measurements and line parameter 

provided. To calculate these unknowns, we need to know at least one bus three-phase voltage, which 

requires one voltage transformer be calibrated and can obtain accurate voltage. This calibrated three-

phase voltage transformer is called reference transformer. However six equations are not enough to 

solve nine unknowns. In order to get enough equations, use PMU measurements under different 

load scenarios during short time period. The wider load diversity is the more accurate results are. 

PMU measurements under n different load scenarios provide 6*n equations in Equation (3.18). 
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qV :  PMU measurement sets under the first load scenario 
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p n
V , _
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q n
V : PMU measurement sets under the n-th load scenario 

Let the three-phase voltage transformers at bus p be the pre-calibrated one. The ratio 

correction factors are assumed constant during this time period. With the calibrated voltage 

transformers and PMUs measurements during different load conditions, there is enough redundancy 

to estimate the value of ratio correction factors of the other transducers. 

The idea can be clearly explained with the 3-D figure in Fig. 3.2, which indicating the 6*n 

sets of equation 3.16 and 3.17. In this 3-D figure, the three dimensions are ratio correction factor of 

(3.18) 
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voltage transformers at bus p, voltage transformers at bus q, and current transformers from bus p to 

q, respectively. Each surface represents one equation under certain load condition. For instance, 

grey surface indicates power flowing from p to q of the first load scan and khaki surface indicates 

power flowing from p to q under the n-th load scan. These n surfaces pass through the same axis 

line (black line in the figure). That means these equation can determine the location of the line, 

which passes from the point of ratio correction factors (#3,	�
 ,#3-	�
 ,#�,-	�
 ) and point (0,0,0). In 

another word, only with the redundancy by measurement sets under different load condition cannot 

solve the equation and only provide one limitation of the unknowns that is passing through the black 

line in the figure. With the value of one of the unknowns, correction factor of voltage transformers 

at bus p (#3,	�
), the location of unknowns can be calculated. This plot explains the conditions to 

calibrate three-phase instrument transformers: (1) At least one of the voltage transformers need to be 

pre-calibrated and can provide trustable measurement; (2) Need to get n (more than the number of 

the unknowns) sets of PMU measurements under n different load scenarios. 
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Figure 3.2 Illustration of equation groups under different load conditions 
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Two methods will be introduced to calculate the ratio correction factors: Newton-Raphson 

iteration and linear resolution. Linear resolution is easy to compute and is fast. The Newton-

Raphson iteration resolution is based on the nonlinear relationship equations and generally 

developed for further application: power system components calibration. However, in this part, both 

methods obtain the same results.  

Linear resolution is to calculate the unknowns by the linear equation. Transform equation 

(3.18) into equation (3.19): 
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It is assumed that the three-phase voltage transformer at bus ‘P’ is pre-calibrated and that its 

ratio correction factor is (1.0 + j0) for all the phases. Using this fact, equation (3.19) can be re-

written as 
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Here, Zero is the 3×3 zero matrix, zero (3, 3). 

Equation 3.20 is the matrix format with existing values in left side and unknowns in right 

side. In the equation, the unknowns are 9×1 vector in right side, ratio correction factors: 3 for 

voltages at bus ‘Q’: #3-	�
, and 3 each for current transformers at buses ‘P’ and ‘Q’: #�,-	�
  and#�-,	�
 . 

(3.19) 

(3.20) 
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Left side matrix is 6n×3, called B here. All the values in matrix B can be directly obtained by line 

parameter and PMUs measurement. In the right side, the coefficient matrix A, is 6n×9 consisting of 

line parameters and PMU measurements. Simply the equation can be written as:  

B = AX 

When more measurements obtained than states are represented in the over-defined equation, 

least squares is used to get the accurate estimation results [40]. For linear equation, assuming the 

estimated value is �8, and .8  is its corresponding result. The error between B and .8  is:  

ɛerror = B − .8 = AX − A�8 = . − A�8 
Least square solution is to find the estimate solution which can minimize the error. 

E>(. − A�8)�(. − A�8)? = .�. − 2.�A�8 − �8�����8 
And the optimum solution is: 

�8 = (���)����. 

Other method is using Newton-Raphson iteration resolution with nonlinear equations. 

Equations 3.21 are the nonlinear relationship of unknowns.  
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In equation 3.12, the variables are defined as: 

 #3,	�
, #3-	�
—three-phase ratio correction factors of voltage transformers at bus P and bus Q, 

complex numbers 

 @�,-	�
, @�--	�
—three-phase ratio errors of current transformers flowing in two directions: from 

bus P to bus Q and from bus Q to bus P, complex numbers 

(3.21) 
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Similar as the linear resolution, reference voltage transformers, which have been calibrated 

perfectly, provide a known value of parameter #3,	�
 as 1.0+j0 and get matrix equation (3.22). 
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Since the correction factors of transducers remain unchanged over the time period of the 

PMU measurements, the number of equations increases as PMUs measure several sets of currents 

and voltages. As a result, several scans of phasor measurements provide the essential redundancy to 

estimate the calibration parameters accurately. As the number of load conditions scanned 

(measured) increases, the accuracy of the calibration results increases. However, increasing the 

number of load conditions increases the time required to perform this method.  A balance between 

accuracy and time period is needed. In this study, twelve load conditions are used for estimation of 

the calibration parameters. To solve the non-linear equation, the Jacobian matrix H, is constructed 

by the derivatives of the three-phase current measurements with respect to the unknown calibration 

parameters as shown in equation 3.23  
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The equation can be rewritten with Jacobian matrix in following equation: 

(3.23) 

(3.22) 
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Z HX=  

For nonlinear equation, assuming the estimated value is �8, and +A is its corresponding result. 

The error between Z and +A is:  

ɛerror = Z − +A = HX − H�8 = + − H�8 
With a reasonable starting value for correction factors, usually setting as (1.0+j0) the non-

linear iterative estimation is carried out by the weighted least squares technique until the mismatch 

becomes smaller than a certain threshold, as shown below in equations 3.24 through 3.26. 

k k

est
Z Z Z∆ = −  

1
1 1

( () ) ( )T Tk k k k k
X H W H W ZH

−
− −

∆ = ∆        

ˆ ˆ ˆ( ( () ) )abc abc a
T

vq

bc

ipq iqp

T T T
K NX N∆ = ∆ ∆ ∆    

In equations 3.24-3.26, the variables are defined as: 

“k” subscript—The k-th iteration of the weighted least squares process 

k

est
z

 
—The estimated current measurements that change with the estimated values of 

correction 

X     — The factors for each iteration  

Z∆    —The mismatch vector of the transducer correction factors  

W     —The covariance matrix of the PMU measurement vector, z 

 

When the mismatch between the correction factors of the last two consecutive iterations is 

negligible, the final calibration factors are achieved. 

This section introduces three-phase instrument transformers calibration methods and 

conditions in a two-bus system. In this two-bus system (fully observed by PMUs), all the 

(3.24) 

(3.26) 

(3.25) 
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transducers can be calibrated automatically by only one pre-calibrated voltage transformer. Both 

linear resolution and Newton-Raphson iteration obtain the same results. PMU measurement set 

under different load scenarios need to be provided in order to achieve enough redundancy. Least 

Square solves the equation group constructed by PMU measurement set under different load scans. 

During the period of all the load scenarios, the ratio errors of instrument transformers are assumed 

to be the same. As a result, the time period need to be short to ensure that condition. Besides this 

assumption, the power system transmission line parameter provided by utility is assumed to be 

accurate. However, it’s unrealizable to meet this assumption and needs to further study in the next 

chapter. 

 

3.4     Simulation and results 

Three-phase instrument transformers calibration in a two-bus system is presented in the 

section 3.3. This technique is based on only one pre-calibrated three-phase voltage transformer and 

PMUs phasor measurements under different load scans. This simulation of the three-phase 

calibration technique has been applied to Dominion Virginia Power’s 500kV transmission network. 

Firstly, the three-phase calibration will be developed from a two-bus system to n-bus system. Then, 

apply the method to DVP 500kV network and analyze the results. 

It is known that the measurements in power system are inaccurate and cannot reflect the real 

operation states, even measurements obtained by most accurate measuring device such as a PMU. 

It’s because the input signals for PMUs or RTUs come from instrument transformers and instrument 

transformers contain errors in the ratio. In order to get the true states of power system, instrument 

transformers need to be calibrated periodically. The method discussed in last section can calculate 

accurate three-phase voltages and currents with the pre-calibrated voltage transformers at one bus.  
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Put this calibrated two-bus system into a common system. Figure 3.3 is the diagram of general 

power system, with n-buses and m-branches. The solid lines indicate one set of transmission lines 

and the dotted lines mean multiple lines exist here. 

 

Figure 3.3  Diagram of general power system 
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Three kinds of substations exist in the diagram: the red bus (bus p) with pre-calibrated three-

phase voltage transformers; the purple buses (bus q and bus r) directly connecting to the pre-

calibrated bus; and the black buses connecting and pre-calibrated by more than one branches. In 

order to calibrate instrument transformer at certain substation, this substation should connect to the 

pre-calibrated bus through one or multiple branches, which is called “connection tree” here. These 

branches forming the branch tree connect the calibrating bus to the pre-calibrated one need to be 

observed by PMU.  

In the system, the branches connected to the red bus (bus p) and purple bus (bus q) are the 

same as the two bus system in section 3.3. Equation 3.27 is made for these branches. 
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For branches connected to black bus (bus s) and purple bus (bus q), the equation are written 

in equation (3.28). 
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Only with the equation 3.28 the ratio correction factors cannot be solved. But the equation 

for branch with pre-calibrated bus, equation 3.28 gets the ratio correction factor for bus q. That 

means put these equations together; all the unknowns will be solved. Equation is for the branches 

(3.27) 

(3.28) 
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with only black buses. 
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These branches are connected to the pre-calibrated bus with the connection tree. As long as 

getting all the equations for the branches of the connection tree, all the unknowns of ratio correction 

factors can be solved by the combined equations.  

After getting the equations for these three kinds of branches together, both Newton-Raphson 

iteration and linear resolution can be applied to achieve the final results. The three-phase instrument 

transformer calibration is implementing in DVP 500kV system. One line diagram of the DVP 

system is shown in Figure 3.4. Dominion VA Power’s 500kV network, a regional EHV power 

highway, is one of the most important components in Dominion’s transmission system.  Accurate 

measurements on this 500kV network allow for accurate monitoring, protection, and reliability of 

Dominion’s entire system.  Phasor measurement units are devices that can measure very accurate, 

time-synchronized power system phasors, called synchrophasors.  Dominion’s installation of PMUs 

on its 500kV network will allow for greater reliability and stability of its EHV backbone.  Much of 

this reliability and stability will come from the various synchrophasor applications that will analyze 

and report on Dominion’s 500kV synchrophasor data. The focus of this study is the transducer 

calibration application, which uses PMUs measurements and a very accurate potential transformer 

(PT) to calibrate all of the other instrument transformers in the network. 

(3.29) 
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Figure 3.4  Dominion Virginia Power’s 500 KV one-line diagram 
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In DVP’s 500kV system, PMUs will be installed over the whole network within next a few 

years to allow for complete system observability. Three-phase current and voltage phasors at the 

buses and branches shown by solid lines in Figure 3.4 are measured directly by PMUs. Other buses 

and branches shown by dotted lines can be indirectly-observed with DVP’s PMU installations. The 

three-phase high accuracy voltage transformers which have been calibrated on-site and have known 

correction factors are installed at bus 14. Different measurement sets corresponding to different 

loading conditions are created by simulations for the winter season by varying the loads and 

generation in the system. Average 24-hour load variation in the winter season for the DVP system is 

shown in Figure 3.5. The heaviest load is 98% and the lightest load is 32% of the maximum load. 

In simulations, three-phase load flow data for each load scan are assumed to be true values 

of system measurements. PMU measurements are obtained by applying the error models to the true 

values. The magnitude and phase angle of the transducers’ correction factors were randomly chosen 

from a uniform distribution with limits shown in Table 3.2. 
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Figure 3.5  Average 24-hour load curve in the winter season 

 

 

 

Table 3.2 Complex CT and VT ranges for RCF and PACF 

• Voltage transformers 
• Current transformers 

(rated current) 

• Ratio 

Error 

• Phase 

Angle 

Error 

(degree) 

• Ratio 

Error 

• Phase 

Angle 

Error 

(degree) 

• [0.94,1.06] • [-4,4] • [0.97,1.03] • [-2,2] 
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 Twenty-four hour winter load (light and heavy) scenarios between 00:00 am to 12:00 noon 

are used to obtain the CT and CVT RCFs.  The A/D converter and GPS synchronization errors in 

PMU measurements have been assumed to be negligible in the first set of simulations. In a second 

simulation run, the errors made in the PMU measurements with error discussed in section 3.2 are 

added to the measurement set used in the first simulation. The errors are also made up of two parts: 

errors in magnitude and errors in angle. The magnitude errors are simulated in standard distribution 

with deviation as 0.825×10-5 for a 16 bit A/D converter, and angle errors are in standard 

distribution with mean as 0.0216 and deviation as 0.0067 for 1µs GPS error. All magnitude 

correction factors are in per unit and angle correction factors in degrees. 

 

   3.4.1 Simulation case 1: Errors due to RCF only 

 
In this simulation error source in PMU measurements is the ratio correction factors of the 

transducers. Figures 3.6 and 3.7 show the difference between assumed magnitude & phase angle 

correction factors and estimated correction factors of CVTs. Calculation were performed in 

MATLAB using double precision arithmetic. As noted before three-phase voltage transformers with 

RCF of 1.0 and PACF of 0 degrees are assumed to be located at bus 14.  It should be noted that the 

errors in estimation of RCFs of CVTs are of the order of 10-12 per unit as PACFs are of the order of 

10-11 degree. Similar results are obtained for RCFs and PACFs of current transformers. The next set 

of simulations includes PMU errors as well, and all RCF and PACF errors are shown there for those 

simulations. 
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Figure 3.6 Three-phase CVTs RCF estimation errors 

 

1  

Figure 3.7 Three-phase CVTs PACF estimation errors 
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Figure 3.8 Three-phase CTs RCF estimation errors 

 

 

Figure 3.9 Three-phase CTs PACF estimation errors 
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    3.4.2 Simulation case 2: Errors when PMUs included  

 
In this simulation PMU measurement errors have been added to the errors caused by the 

RCFs of current and voltage transformers. Figures 3.10 and 3.11 show the different errors in 

estimated MCFs and assumed PACFs of CVTs. Figures 3.12 and 3.13 show the different errors in 

assumed MCFs and assumed PACFs of CTs. 

It can be seen that errors in CVTs’ and CTs’ correction factors are in the order of 10-6 and 

10-5 respectively. When PMU errors are considered and included in the measurement process, the 

resulting estimates have errors of the same order of the PMU measurement errors. 
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Figure 3.10 Three-phase CVTs estimated RCF errors when PMUs errors are included 

 
 

 

Figure 3.11  Three-phase CVTs estimated PACF errors when PMUs errors are included 
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Figure 3.12  Three-phase CTs estimated RCF errors when PMUs errors are included 

 
 
 

 

Figure 3.13  Three-phase CTs estimated PACF errors when PMUs errors are included 
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CHAPTER 4 CONDITIONS OF THREE-PHASE 

INSTRUMENT TRANSFORMER CALIBRATION 

4.1     Introduction 

Phase instrument transformer calibration method discussed in last chapter is based on two 

important assumptions:  

1. The ratio correction factors of all the instrument transformers in system are assumed to 

remain constant during the time period, in which different load scenarios are taken;  

2. The π-model parameters of transmission lines are accurate enough and perfect to represent 

the real work status of lines. 

The first assumption ensures that the equations formed by different loads share the same 

unknowns. However, the ratio correction factors are relative to lots of factors: temperature, load, 

time of usage, and humidity. It’s hard to identify whether the ratio correction factors fluctuate 

during the time period. The influence of different load scenarios, temperature and length of time 

period will be discussed in this chapter. A proposal is also designed to minimize the variation of 

ratio correction factors based on real-time synchronized phasor measurements. The second 

assumption assumes that the unknowns in the equation are ratio correction factors. Actually, the 

parameters of transmission lines are provided by utilities. The values are calculated based on 

commercial software packages such as Advanced Systems for Power Engineering (ASPEN) with 

inputs as diameters of conductors, materials, distance and so on. There is no doubt that the input 

parameters might be inaccurate, even if we did not consider the manual data entry mistakes. After a 

software package receives these inputs information, it runs the parameter calculation based on the 

equivalent equation, which cause errors to the final calculation results. These indicate the line 

parameters provided by utility are not perfect enough to run three-phase instrument transformer 
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calibration. Moreover, the parameters themselves may contain larger errors than ratio correction 

factors.  

 

Figure 4.1 Average 24-hour temperature changes in the winter season 

 

 

4.2      Load scenarios division influences on three-phase instrument 

transformer calibration 

It’s clear that solving k unknowns needs k non-repetitive equations. To estimate k unknowns, 

more than k non-repetitive equations are needed. For three-phase instrument transformer calibration, 

synchrophasor measurements under k different load condition can give k set of three-phase network 

equations. In a system with n-buses and m-branches, one set of equations contains 6m (three phases 

Ohm’s law equations for two directions) equations with (6m + 3n − 3) unknowns. When there are 

k sets measurements with different load sizes, the numbers of equations increase to 6 ×m × k still 

with 6m + 3n − 3 unknowns. 
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The system implementing the calibration method has 30-bus 36-branch. With k load 

scenarios, there would be 216k equations with 303 unknowns. This conclusion is based on the 

assumption that during the time period of k loads scenarios, the ratio correction factors of all the 

instrument transformers keep constant. However, this assumption may not be true. Ratio correction 

factor is influenced by load, temperature, time period and so on. To ensure the ratio correction 

factors are constant, these factors cannot vary in a large range. On the other hand the calibration 

results will be more accurate when the load scans vary largely. This section will discuss the 

dilemma and determine the optimal method to choose load scenarios. The system used to research is 

the DVP 500kV system. As a part of the project, the overview applications are as shown in figure 

4.2.  

 

Figure 4.2 Dominion system and its calibration system 
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Firstly, the influence caused by the number of load scenarios is presented here. The same 

load record as shown in figure 3.5 is used in this study. Loads vary from 28% to 98% of the 

maximum load during 24-hour. Least squares technique can be estimated when the equations 

number larger than the number of unknowns. Therefore, even only two sets of load conditions could 

get the results. To identify the relationship between the number of load scans and the result, the ratio 

named load-to-result ratio (LTRR) is defined as the number of equations provided by different load 

scenarios divided by the number of unknowns, ratio correction factors needed to calibrate.  

J%  = K×L×M	KLNOP�O	                                                                                                     (4-1) 

Here, LTRR is the load-to-result ratio; 

m is the number of branches in the system; 

n is the number of buses in the system; 

k is the number of load scenarios. 

   

4.3  Three simulations with different load-to-result ratio  

In this part, three simulations are compared with different load-to-result ratio (LTRR): two 

load scans with load sizes as 28% and 62%, four load scans with load sizes as 28%, 48%, 62%, and 

78%; and five load scans with load sizes as 28%, 48%, 62%, 78%, and 92%. The load-to-result 

ratios of these three cases are 1.425 for two load scans, 2.851 for four load scans and 3.564 for five 

load scans. 

Figure 4.3 to 4.6 show the simulation results with different LTRRs respectively. The results 

show the errors between the calibrated ratio correction factors and the real ratio correction factors 

obtained in the simulation. The figure 4.3 is calibrated magnitude correction factors of three-phase 

voltage transformers under three load cases: two loads scenario, four loads scenario, and five loads 
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scenario, respectively. In these three cases, the errors of magnitude correction factors distributed in 

a range of [-1.5x10-5, 1.5x10-5], which is the range of random errors caused by PMUs. The number 

of cases do not have signicant influence on the results. 

Figure 4.4 is the second group, comparing phase angle correction factors of three-phase 

voltage transformers under three cases: two loads scenario, four loads scenario, and five loads 

scenario, respectively. In these three cases, the errors in angle distributed in a range of [-1x10-3, 

2x10-3] degree when we have two loads,  in a range of [-2x10-5, 2x10-5] degree when we have four 

and five loads. 

Figure 4.5 is the third group, comparing mangnitude correction factors of three-phase current 

transformers under three cases, two load scenarios, three load scenarios, and five load scenarios, 

respectively. In these three cases, the errors of magnitude correction factors distributed in range of 

[-6x10-4, 2x10-4], which is the range of random errors caused by PMUs. The number of cases do 

not have signicant influence on the results. 

Figure 4.6 is the fourth group, comparing phase angle correction factors of three-phase 

current transformers under three cases. In these three cases, the errors of magnitude correction 

factors distributed in range of [-0.04, 0.03], which is  larger than voltage transformers. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 4.3 RCF errors of voltage transformers when we have two loads (a), four loads (b), and 

five loads (c) 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 4.4 PACF errors of voltage transformers when we have two loads (a), four loads (b), 

and five loads (c) 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 4.5 RCF errors of current transformers when we have two loads (a), four loads (b), and 

five loads (c) 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 4.6 PACF errors of current transformers when we have two loads (a), four loads (b), 

and five loads (c) 
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Based on the simulation results above, clearly，the LTRR affects the accuracy of calibration 

results. The main difference between regular solution of equations and least square estimation is that 

estimation has more equations than unknowns, in other words, the LTRR for estimation should be 

larger than one while LTRR of regular equals one. The simulation above compares the results with 

LTRR equals 1.425, 2.851 and 3.564. The first case with LTRR as 1.425 contains one outlier, which 

is ten times larger comparing with the others. The deviation for the second case is much less than 

the first one. The errors of the second case are all in the term of 10�Q. That’s because LTRR larger 

than two means there are at least two redundancies for each unknown. When LTRR is smaller than 

two, some of the unknowns only have one equation. The error of the one equation will account on 

the result of the unknowns.  Therefore, the LTRR should be larger than two.  The last case with 

3.564 gets similar result as the second case with LTRR as 2.851, more accurate result although. 

However, the difference between the second case and the third case is negligible. When the number 

of load scenarios increases starting from four, the difference between the latest two cases becomes 

less observable. Therefore, four load scenarios are suggested to get desirable result. 

Load varies from 28% to 98% during 24-hour as shown in figure 4.1.  After determining the 

proper number of load scenarios, how to choose the four load scenarios is the question which needs 

to be answered. Three cases are compared in this discussion: four light loads as 28%, 33%, 37%, 

and 40%; four gradually increasing loads as 28%, 48%, 72% and 92%; and four high loads as 90%, 

92%, 96%, 98%.  

As shown in Fig. 4.7, the errors of magnitude correction factor (from voltage transformers) 

fluctuate between [-0.5x10-5, 0.5x10-5] with light loads and gradually increasing loads while the 

value is from [-2.5x10-5, 1.5x10-5] with high loads. That means the load scenario is a factor of 

influence on the errors of magnitude correction factor of voltage transformers. 
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As shown in Fig. 4.8, the errors of angle correction factor of voltage transformers fluctuate 

between [-8x10-4, 4x10-4] with light loads, while the value is from [-1.5x10-4, 2x10-4]  with gradually 

increasing loads. However, in the case of high loads, the errors of angle correction factor of voltage 

transformers is between [-10x10-4, 5x10-4]. That means the errors of angle correction factor of 

voltage transformers is bigger with high than the value with light loads. 

Fig. 4.9 shows the errors of magnitude correction factor (from current transformers) is 

between [-5x10-4, 4x10-4] with light loads, while the value is between [-4x10-4, 2x10-4]  with 

gradually increasing loads, and between [-4x10-4, 4x10-4] with high loads.  

From Fig. 4.10 we can see, the errors of angle correction factor of current transformers 

fluctuate between [-4x10-2, 3x10-2] with light loads, while the value is [-3x10-2, 1x10-2]  with 

gradually increasing loads. However, in the case of high loads, the errors of angle correction factor 

of voltage transformers is between [-2x10-2, 1.5x10-2].  
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 4.7 The errors of magnitude correction factor from voltage transformers: (a) with four 

light loads; (b) with four gradually increasing loads; (c) with four heavy loads 
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(a) 

 
(b) 
 

 
(c) 

 

Figure 4.8 The errors of angle correction factor from voltage transformers: (a) with four light 

loads; (b) with four gradually increasing loads; (c) with four heavy loads 
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(a) 
 

 
(b) 
 

 
(c) 

Figure 4.9 The errors of magnitude correction factor from current transformers: (a) with four 

light loads；；；； (b) with four gradually increasing loads；；；；(c) with four heavy loads 
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(a) 
 

 
(b) 
 

 
(c) 
 

Figure 4.10 The errors of angle correction factor of current transformers: (a) with four light 

loads; (b) with four gradually increasing loads；；；； (c) with four heavy loads 
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4.4      Line parameter influences on three-phase instrument transformer 

calibration 

After the influence by the number of load scenarios, the deviation of load scenarios and the 

temperature in last section, the assumption that the ratio correction factors remain constant during 

the time periods of different load scans is analyzed and solved. In this section, another assumption 

for the line parameters will be analyzed. Calibration result is desirable in DVP 500KV system and 

already has been reviewed in previous reports. However, in previous reports, calibration is operated 

with accurate transmission line parameters, which is not the case in the real world. The goal of this 

task is to figure out how errors in transmission line models influence transducer calibration result.  

First of all, use accurate transmission line models and get calibration result. Then, apply 

errors to line models by timing resistance, impedance and susceptance with different error 

multipliers, which are 5% and 10% independently. CVTs’ magnitude correction factors calibration 

results are shown in Fig. 4.11. And the comparison among CTs’ magnitude correction factors 

calibration results are illustrated in Fig. 4.12. 

 

(a) 
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(b) 

 

Figure 4.11 The errors in magnitude of voltage transformers: (a) with 5% line error; (b) with 

10% line error 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 4.12 The errors in magnitude of current transformers: (a) with 5% line error; (b) with 

10% line error 
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Fig. 4.11 to Fig. 4.12 indicates that CVTs calibration results do not change as errors of line 

models increase.  The errors between estimated CVT RCFs and true CVT RCFs keeps in the term of 

10-12, which is small enough to ignore.  However, the errors of line model have dominant influence 

on CTs’ calibration result. It’s obvious that the terms of calibration result are corresponding with the 

errors of line parameters. When line models are accurate, errors between estimated CTs RCF and 

true CTs RCF are negligible in terms of 10-11. And calibration results are almost the same as the 

errors of line models, as the errors are 1%, 5% and 10% corresponding to the errors of line models 

listed. The reason is that linear method is used in calibration with voltages at one substation 

accurate, which ensures the voltages calibration results should have the same accuracy as the 

reference voltages. That means current measurement would take over the total line model errors. 
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CHAPTER 5 THREE-PHASE LINE PARAMETER 

CALCULATION WITH INSTRUMENT TRANSFORMERS 

CALIBRATION 

5. 1 Introduction 

Transmission lines which connect generators and loads, are one of the basic and important 

components in power system. There are two types of transmission lines, the overhead lines and 

buried cables [43]. Overhead lines are mainly used in transmission most power systems wherein up 

to 99% lines are made of the overhead lines. Buried cables are popular in distribution system and are 

found mostly in large cities or under waterways [27]. Transmission lines consist of conductors, 

insulators and shield wires. Almost all power system modeling, analysis and control applications 

require line parameters, which directly affect and limit the accuracy and reliability of the results. 

Most power engineers do not need to model and calculate line parameters by themselves. Line 

parameters are provided by line designer and computer simulation programs based on the physical 

modeling, tower dimensions and electrical and magnetic field equivalence.  

Nowadays, overhead line parameters are usually obtained with computer programs. Some of 

these programs may still be based on handbook formulas, but most of then use more general 

computer-oriented methods which are valid for any number of phases and ground wires at any 

frequency [40]. Transmission line parameters consist of resistance, conductance, capacitance and 

inductive reactance. The values depend on lots of factors: spiraling, temperature, frequency, 

magnetic and electrical factors, environmental factors, mechanical factors etc. Resistance and 

reactance are called series impedance and are modeled by physical parameters (length, distance to 

ground, distance among each phase, cross-section area, material resistivity and etc.). Shunt 
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admittance consists of conductance and capacitance. Conductance is due to leakage currents at 

insulators and to corona, and is usually neglected. Shunt admittance is also determined by lots of 

factors: electric field, voltage level, distance among each phase, material characteristic, and 

environmental factors. As discussed, line parameters depend on lots of factors. It’s too difficult to 

figure out a highly accurate equivalent calculation by physical modeling and measurements. Lots of 

researches are ongoing to improve the accuracy of line parameters calculation, and the method 

becomes more and more complex with full consideration of electric-magnetic field analysis 

especially under complex situations. Reference [41] describes a versatile digital computer program 

for calculating electromagnetic and electrostatic parameters for an un-transposed section of 

overhead line. Applications to current distribution, electromagnetic and electrostatic unbalance, 

voltage gradients on conductor surfaces, and other problems are discussed. The analysis of high 

frequency wave propagation in overhead lines over a semi-infinite homogeneous earth is discussed 

in reference [42]. Nowadays, the common programs may still be based on handbook formulas in 

computer-oriented methods which are valid for any number of phases and ground wires at any 

frequency. Obviously, the line parameters thus obtained may not be accurate. It’s generally agreed 

that 2% to 15% errors exist in line parameters used by utilities and the errors highly affect the 

accuracy of applications, such as state estimation, protection relay settings, and modeling.  To solve 

this problem, a novel method of line parameters calculation method is introduced in this chapter. 

Instead of calculating from physical and electric-magnetic modeling, the new method uses the 

measurements of synchronized PMU with requirement of two pre-calibrated instrument 

transformers in the system. The new method will be clearly discussed in following sections. 
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5. 2 Line parameter calculation with instrument transformer calibration 

In three-phase instrument transformer calibration, line parameters: series impedence 

(ZRST = R	�
 + jX	�
), and shunt admittance (Y	�
 = G	�
 + jB	�
)  are assumed to be accurate, at 

least the errors should be minor enough to ignore them comparing with errors of instrument 

transformers. However, these values provided by utilities could be much more inaccurate than the 

ratio errors of instrument transformers, and definietly need to be calibrated first. Section 4.3 

discusses the serious errors caused by line parameter errors on the instrument transformer 

calibration result. In order to get correct instrument transformer ratio correction factors, line 

parameters need to also be calibrated. The method to calculate accurate line parameters and 

instrument transformer ratio correction factors will be presented in this chapter. Like three-phase 

instrument transformer calibration, line parameter calculation with instrument transformer 

calibration is introduced with a two-bus system. The differences about the two-bus system, as 

Figure 5.1, used in chapter 3 and here are: (1) the shunt conductance, which is ignored in most 

research as well as in chapter 3, is considered in this research in order to get accurate line 

parameters; (2) the line parameters in the π-model are all unknowns and need to be calculated. The 

parameters provided by utility are ignored. 
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Figure 5.1 Two-bus system modeling of three-phase transmission line 

 
 

Unlike traditional line parameter modeling process, of which the choice of model process is 

determined by the line length (medium, short and long line), the line model can be set as π-model. In 

other words, the only information of the line parameters in the two-bus system is the model is π-

model line models. Three-phase voltage transformers and current transformers are installed to 

monitor the currents and voltages in the system. Three-phase voltage transformers are installed at 

bus P and Q, and three-phase current transformers are monitoring currents flowing in both directions. 

PMUs receive the signal from the secondary sides of transducers and calculate them as phasor 

measurements with time-stamps. The phasor measurement is sent to PDC at a rate of 30 data per 

second. In order to explain the method clearly, the two-bus system is simulated as  

+,-	�
 = X 0.01 F 0.1Y 0.005 F 0.01Y 0.005 F 0.015Y0.005 F 0.01Y 0.015 F 0.15Y 0.005 F 0.012Y0.005 F 0.015Y 0.005 F 0.012Y 0.012 F 0.12Y [, 
�,	�
 � �-	�
 � X0.001 F 0.5Y �0.05Y �0.1Y�0.05Y 0.0008 F 0.48Y �0.15Y�0.1Y �0.15Y 0.001 F 0.55Y[, 
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The voltage drop equation can be written in equation 5.1 

^/-	�
 � /,	�
 � +,-	�
(�,-	�
 � �,	�
/,	�
)/,	�
 � /-	�
 � +,-	�
(�-,	�
 � �-	�
/-	�
) 
Here, “abc” superscripts —Three-phase vector of measurement X:

   

T
a b c

X X X    

           “p”, “q” subscripts — Bus index 

/,	�
 — three-phase voltage at bus p:  [/,	, /,� , /,
]� 

 
/-	�
 — three-phase voltage at bus q:  [/-	, /-� , /-
]� 

            
�,-	�
 — three-phase current flowing from bus p to bus q:  [�,-	 , �,-� , �,-
 ]� 

�-,	�
 — three-phase current flowing from bus q to bus b:  [�-,	 , �-,� , �-,
 ]�  

+,-	�
 — three-phase impedance of line pq , +,-	�
 �  ,-	�
 F j�,-	�
), 

�	�
 — three-phase shunt admittance of line p, q. Y	�
 � G	�
 F jB	�
 
The voltage and current measurements from PMU cannot exactly reflect the real values. Real 

values equal measurements times error correction factors. Equation (5.1) is written as equation (5.2) 

^#3-	�
/-	�
 � #3,	�
/,	�
 � +,-	�
(#�,-	�
�,-	�
 � �,	�
#3,	�
/,	�
)#3,	�
/,	�
 � #3-	�
/-	�
 � +,-	�
(#�-,	�
�-,	�
 � �-	�
#3-	�
/-	�
) 
Here, #3,	�
 , #3-	�
 — three-phase error correction factors of voltage transformers at bus p and bus q;  

                                    diagonal matrix as _#3	 0 00 #3� 00 0 #3
`, 
          #�,-	�
  , #�-,	�
  — three-phase error correction factors of current transformers monitoring 

direction from p to q, and from q to p; diagonal matrix as _#�	 0 00 #�� 00 0 #�
`, 
In equation 5.2, all the parameters except voltage and current measurements received from 

PMUs are all unknowns. To solve the equation, at least two ratio correction factors: the voltage 

(5.1) 

(5.2) 
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transformers at bus p and the current transformers with direction from p to q, need to be known in 

advance. That means one of the voltage transformers and current transformers need to be calibrated 

by utility to make sure the accuracy of their measurements. Actually, the accuracy level of these two 

pre-calibrated instrument transformers should be the accuracy level of the final results: line 

parameters and ratio correction factors. Using this fact in the equation 5.2 that is, #�,-	�
 =
X1 0 00 1 00 0 1[, and #3,	�
 = X1 0 00 1 00 0 1[. 
Put the value into equation 5.2  

^ #3-	�
/-	�
 = /,	�
 − +,-	�
(�,-	�
 − �,	�
/,	�
)/,	�
 = #3-	�
/-	�
 − +,-	�
(#�-,	�
�-,	�
 − �-	�
#3-	�
)/-	�
) 
Reform the equation 5.3 as 5.4 

																																^0 = (� + +,-	�
�,	�
)/,	�
 − #3-	�
/-	�
 − +,-	�
�,-	�
/,	�
 = (� + +,-	�
�-	�
)#3-	�
/-	�
 − +,-	�
#�-,	�
�-,	�
 
This equation differs from the equation in chapter 3, the equation above in equation 5.4 

contains unknowns in each part of the polynomial. That is, � + +,-	�
�,	�
 , #3-	�
, and  +,-	�
 are all 

unknown variables. Therefore, no matter how many additional equation groups can be provided by 

different load scenarios as in chapter 3, the unknowns are still unsolvable. When the least square 

method is applied as in chapter 3, the rank of the H matrix in equation 3.23, Jacobian matrix, is 

always less than the number of columns. 

To solve the equation group, the basic idea is to find the hidden condition which can provide 

extra relationship among unknowns. Firstly, make the two equations containing the same items. 

Multiply (� + +,-	�
�-	�
) in the first equation in equation 5.4, to get equation 5.5 

(5.3) 

(5.4) 
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a0 = (� + +,-	�
�-	�
)(� + +,-	�
�,	�
)/,	�
 − (� + +,-	�
�-	�
)#3-	�
/-	�
−(� + +,-	�
�-	�
)+,-	�
�,-	�
/,	�
 = (� + +,-	�
�-	�
)#3-	�
/-	�
 − +,-	�
#�-,	�
�-,	�
  

In the π-model of transmission line, the shunt admittances at the both ends are the same. 

That is  

�-	�
 � �,	�
  

            To simplify the problem, the tap transformers are not considered, for the case �-	�
 ≠ �,	�
. 

Replace �,	�
 by �-	�
 and get equation 5.6 

													^0 = (� + +,-	�
�-	�
)"/,	�
 − (� + +,-	�
�-	�
)#3-	�
/-	�
 − (� + +,-	�
�-	�
)+,-	�
�,-	�
/,	�
 = (� + +,-	�
�-	�
)#3-	�
/-	�
 − +,-	�
#�-,	�
�-,	�
  

Using replacement principle as equation 5.7: 

 

cde
df�� = (� + +,-	�
�-	�
)#3-	�
�" = g� + +,-	�
�-	�
h"�O = (� + +,-	�
�-	�
)+,-	�
�i = +,-	�
#�-,	�


 

Put the replacement into equation 5.8, 

  ^0 = �"/,	�
 − ��/-	�
 − �O�,-	�
/,	�
 = ��/-	�
 − �i�-,	�
  

In equation 5.8, there are four unknown matrices and each unknown matrix contains nine 

unknown elements. Therefore, 36 unknowns need to be solved with 6 equations. As discussed in 

previous chapters, load scenarios provide additional equations based on PMU measurements under 

different load cases. When n load scenarios are chosen to get 6 × j equations, n needs to be at least 

equal or larger than 6. The recommendation value of n load scenarios is 18. With n sets of PMU 

measurements, the number of equations in equation 5.8 is increased to 6*n in equation 5.9.  

	

(5.5) 

(5.6) 

(5.7) 

(5.9) 

(5.8) 
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cde
df0 = �"/,_�	�
 − ��/-_�	�
 − �O�,-_�	�
/,_�	�
 = ��/-_�	�
 − �i�,-_�	�
⋮																⋮															⋮					0 = �"/,_	�
 − ��/-_	�
 − �O�,-_	�
/,_	�
 = ��/-_	�
 − �i�,-_	�


 

Here, _1

abc

pqI , _1

abc

qpI , _1

abc

pV , _1

abc

qV :  PMU measurement sets under the first load scenario 

          _

abc

pq nI , _

abc

qp nI , _

abc

p nV , _

abc

q nV : PMU measurement sets under the n-th load scenario 

In the simulation of two-bus system, Table 5.1 lists the load scenarios used with instrument 

transformer errors considered. 

Table 5.1 PMU measurements simulation with 18 load scan 

Load 

Scan 
Phase /,_&lm	�
  /-_&lm	�
  �,-_&lm	�
  �-,_&lm	�
  

  
Magn 

p.u. 

Angle 

Degree 

Magn 

p.u. 

Angle 

Degree 

Magn 

p.u. 

Angle 

Degree 

Magn 

p.u. 

Angle 

Degree 

1 

A 
1.0547 0.2634 1.1559 6.3687 1.5578 133.2893 1.1016 -18.4565 

B 
1.0296 3.6893 1.0513 5.8871 0.3367 111.5031 0.2849 75.7052 

C 
1.0745 1.3456 0.9081 6.7334 1.6002 -101.2897 2.1526 82.4485 

2 

A 
1.0189 2.1142 0.9229 6.8539 0.9237 -119.3355 1.5468 74.3782 

B 
1.0687 2.7394 1.1777 7.4208 1.1331 120.4095 0.5970 -28.5898 

C 
1.0184 4.7137 0.8439 7.7893 1.4123 -86.7611 1.9121 94.3420 

3 

A 
1.0368 2.0887 1.0258 5.6876 0.3657 -152.0840 0.9248 71.5399 

B 
1.0626 4.9153 0.8845 6.6124 1.1009 -80.2682 1.6041 98.6131 

C 
1.0780 1.5073 1.2391 9.2551 1.7926 136.8628 1.3354 -20.9991 

4 
A 

1.0081 3.5055 1.1176 5.4061 1.2466 100.5878 0.5319 -69.4430 

B 
1.0929 3.3317 1.0202 9.9443 0.7272 -141.3688 1.1653 64.5262 
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C 
1.0776 2.6956 1.0280 8.9017 0.9089 -136.2240 1.3893 64.2955 

5 

A 
1.0487 3.4905 0.8486 7.7030 1.7492 -92.7369 2.4242 89.5979 

B 
1.0436 3.3326 1.0942 8.1926 0.8112 126.2739 0.4111 -2.0869 

C 
1.0447 0.8907 0.8497 6.4364 1.4743 -101.3032 2.0049 81.9612 

6 

A 
1.0306 0.6401 0.8534 7.5542 1.6536 -109.4922 2.2898 76.7398 

B 
1.0509 4.9954 1.0288 10.1154 0.3918 159.9394 0.5481 60.3779 

C 
1.0511 0.8556 0.8722 7.9840 1.4142 -108.4742 1.9530 77.2571 

7 

A 
1.0818 0.1630 1.1611 7.8657 1.4981 158.7281 1.3934 9.8361 

B 
1.0795 2.8060 1.1496 6.4580 0.6086 127.6541 0.3649 23.3699 

C 
1.0644 4.4093 1.1325 7.6945 0.4667 135.5621 0.3981 49.9879 

8 

A 
1.0379 3.3459 0.8857 8.3803 1.5444 -100.0627 2.1948 84.6597 

B 
1.0812 0.9522 1.0851 8.6957 0.7884 167.9765 0.8653 32.4444 

C 
1.0533 1.8446 1.0477 7.2276 0.5264 176.8414 0.7731 50.7099 

9 

A 
1.0351 2.3036 1.2249 7.0972 1.9830 119.9076 1.3371 -45.3131 

B 
1.0939 4.9082 1.0808 10.2399 0.5524 -159.8785 0.8877 61.8980 

C 
1.0876 0.7820 1.1649 5.4387 0.6605 150.5268 0.6758 31.1839 

10 

A 
1.0550 4.2776 1.0110 9.6858 0.8090 -131.8283 1.3927 70.7763 

B 
1.0622 3.2238 0.9924 9.8664 0.6684 -137.2427 1.0981 66.7491 

C 
1.0587 1.8814 1.1753 9.2309 1.3548 140.9977 1.0191 -9.0918 

11 

A 
1.0208 0.9546 0.8584 5.7536 1.3485 -103.1624 2.0032 81.8955 

B 
1.0301 2.1413 0.8703 6.6094 0.7550 -100.9553 1.2834 85.1900 

C 
1.0471 2.4101 0.9041 6.9268 0.9512 -102.2855 1.5362 84.3085 

12 
A 

1.0230 0.6031 0.9851 8.6586 1.2575 -145.6502 1.7176 54.2078 

B 
1.0844 2.9475 1.1552 5.9828 0.5859 115.1592 0.2377 28.8267 
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C 
1.0195 1.1309 1.1662 8.8561 1.4886 138.3674 1.1184 -18.1309 

13 

A 
1.0226 1.9231 0.8489 5.7938 1.6934 -92.9194 2.3471 88.7106 

B 
1.0171 2.9149 0.9789 8.5688 0.4334 -167.8787 0.7435 60.4735 

C 
1.0228 1.2590 1.0512 7.7209 0.8309 156.1595 0.7848 22.7377 

14 

A 
1.0436 1.4522 0.9957 9.1553 1.1123 -145.8968 1.5904 56.5637 

B 
1.0311 3.0855 1.0840 8.8752 0.6720 142.1862 0.5035 19.7648 

C 
1.0923 1.3264 1.0932 9.7686 1.0022 -170.3815 1.2569 41.7386 

15 

A 
1.0430 4.1219 0.9443 9.7146 0.8860 -127.8828 1.4812 71.6409 

B 
1.0185 4.9133 0.9921 6.9708 0.1862 101.5214 0.3935 92.6997 

C 
1.0905 3.6512 0.8384 8.7437 1.9713 -92.4755 2.5406 89.3015 

16 

A 
1.0980 1.7194 1.2294 6.2490 1.7365 117.4585 1.0221 -42.2258 

B 
1.0439 2.9203 0.8842 5.4527 0.8924 -86.2041 1.4346 93.8008 

C 
1.0111 0.5388 0.8762 8.9704 1.5088 -118.7020 1.9677 69.4913 

17 

A 
1.0258 4.5315 0.9774 7.7601 0.3991 -123.2550 1.0430 81.5906 

B 
1.0409 4.3983 0.8968 7.6996 0.7606 -93.0224 1.2876 90.2937 

C 
1.0595 4.0888 1.0357 9.7736 0.6407 -164.0418 0.9849 56.8205 

18 

A 
1.0262 1.3036 0.9639 8.3093 1.2165 -127.2976 1.7790 66.8449 

B 
1.0603 2.9718 1.2043 8.3883 1.1360 124.3717 0.6546 -27.4915 

C 
1.0711 0.1126 1.2149 9.5472 1.6879 147.3796 1.3983 -8.8543 

   

 The four unknown matrices can be calculated by solving equation 5.9. With the 

measurements listed above, the four matrices are obtained in equation 5.10. 

�� � X 0.9243 0.0024 + 0.0011Y 0.0031 + 0.001Y0.0036 + 0.0012Y 0.9121 + 0.0014Y 0.0163 − 0.0001Y0.005 + 0.001Y 0.0127 + 0.0003Y 0.9013 + 0.0013Y[ 
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�" = X0.9063 + 0.0083Y 0.0046 + 0.0022Y 0.0062 + 0.002Y0.007 + 0.0024Y 0.8657 + 0.0118Y 0.0316 + 0.0002Y0.0097 + 0.0021Y 0.0243 + 0.0008Y 0.8788 + 0.0103Y[ 
�O = X0.0091 + 0.0953Y 0.0046 + 0.01Y 0.0046 + 0.0147Y0.0046 + 0.01Y 0.0131 + 0.1399Y 0.0048 + 0.0133Y0.0046 + 0.0147Y 0.0048 + 0.0133Y 0.0107 + 0.1128Y[ 
�i = X 0.01 + 0.0985Y 0.005 + 0.0099Y 0.005 + 0.0148Y0.0049 + 0.0098Y 0.015 + 0.1482Y 0.005 + 0.0119Y0.005 + 0.0148Y 0.005 + 0.0119Y 0.0121 + 0.1188Y[ 

Next step is to calculate the line parameters and ratio correction factors by the four 

calculated matrices in equation 5.7. 

+,-	�
 = p ,-	 + q�,-	  ,-	� + q�,-	�  ,-	
 + q�,-	
 ,-	� + q�,-	�  ,-� + q�,-�  ,-�
 + q�,-�
 ,-	
 + q�,-	
  ,-�
 + q�,-�
  ,-
 + q�,-
 r = p+,-	 +,-	� +,-	
+,-	� +,-� +,-�
+,-	
 +,-�
 +,-
 r 
Here, R is the resistance of transmission line 

        X is the reactance of transmission line 

           Superscript a, b, c indicate self-value of each phase 

            superscript ab, ac, bc mean mutual-value  between every two phases 

+,-	�
 , composed by resistance and reactance, is the series impedance of transmission line. The 

impedance matrix is symmetric with six elements. 

�,	�
 = �-	�
 p s,	 + q.,	 s,	� + q�,	� s,	
 + q.,	
s,	� + q�,	� s,� + q�,� s,�
 + q.,�
s,	
 + q.,	
 s,�
 + q.,�
 s,
 + q.,
 r = p �,	 �,	� �,	
�,-	� �,-� �,�
�,	
 �,�
 �,
 r 
Here, G is the shunt conductance of transmission line 

         B is the shunt suspectance of transmission line 

          Superscript a, b, c indicate self-value of each phase 

            superscript ab, ac, bc mean mutual-value  between every two phases 

(5.11) 

(5.12) 

(5.10) 
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 �,	�
 , composed by shunt conductance and suspectance, is the shunt admittance of 

transmission line. In the π-model, the shunt admittance at the two sides of transmission line equals 

each other, which is the half of the shunt admittance of the line. The admittance matrix is symmetric 

with six complex elements. Unlike in most documents and research shunt conductance is assumed 

ignorable, this method considers the value of conductance in order to get the most accurate line 

parameters. 

 In equation 5.7, there are another two unknown matrix: #�-,	�
 and #3-	�
. #�-,	�
 is the diagonal 

matrix of three-phase current transformer ratio correction factor with direction from bus q to bus p, 

and #3-	�
 is the ratio correction factor diagonal matrix of three-phase voltage transformer installed at 

bus q. Three-phase voltage transformer at bus p is pre-calibrated as well as current transformer 

monitoring direction from bus p to bus q. 

#�-,	�
 � p#�-,	 0 00 #�-,� 00 0 #�-,
 r 

#3-	�
 = _#3-	 0 00 #3-� 00 0 #3-
 ` 
Using the identity for invertible matrices A and B, (AB)�� = .����� . According to the 

replacement equation 5.7, the inverse matrix of first replacement can be written as: 

���� = >(� + +,-	�
�-	�
)#3-	�
?�� = #3-	�
��(� + +,-	�
�-	�
)�� 

Multiply the equation 5.13 above into the second replacement in equation 5.7: 

�����" = #3-	�
��(� + +,-	�
�-	�
)��g� + +,-	�
�-	�
h" 

And get �Q = �����" = #3-	�
��(� + +,-	�
�-	�
) 
The replacement equations become: 

(5.13) 

(5.14) 
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cde
df �� = (� + +,-	�
�-	�
)#3-	�
�Q = #3-	�
��(� + +,-	�
�-	�
)�O = (� + +,-	�
�-	�
)+,-	�
�i = +,-	�
#�-,	�


 

In the simulation,  

�Q = X0.9805 + 0.0089Y 0.0025 + 0.0012Y 0.0033 + 0.0011Y0.0038 + 0.0013Y 0.9489 + 0.0114Y 0.0172 + 0.0001Y0.0053 + 0.0011Y 0.00135 + 0.0004i 0.9748 + 0.0099Y[ 
 

Because #3-	�
	Yu	a diagonal matrix. The inverse matrix of diagonal matrix is the reciprocal of 

each element.   

#3-	�
�� =
vww
www
x 1#3-	 0 0
0 1#3-� 0
0 0 1#3-
 yz

zzz
z{
 

Replacing (� + +,-	�
�-	�
) as W, the equation becomes 

cde
df �� = |#3-	�
�Q = #3-	�
��|�O = |+,-	�
�i = +,-	�
#�-,	�


 

Extend the matrix into elements with W and �� shown in Equation (5.16),  

| = X|� |" |O|i |Q |K|} |~ |�[ 
�� = _��� ��" ��O��i ��Q ��K��} ��~ ���` 
 

(5.15) 
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cd
ddd
e
ddd
df��� = #3-	 |���" = #3-� |"��O = #3-
 |O��i = #3-	 |i��Q = #3-� |Q��K = #3-
 |K��} = #3-	 |}��~ = #3-� |~��� = #3-
 |�

													 

		

cd
ddd
e
ddd
df�Q� = |� #3-	��Q" = |" #3-	��QO = |O #3-	��Qi = |i #3-���QQ = |Q #3-���QK = |K #3-���Q} = |} #3-
��Q~ = |~ #3-
��Q� = |� #3-
�

 

According to these two relationships, #3-	�
  , the ratio correction factor of voltage 

transformer can be solved. Usually, the magnitude of correction factor is around 1 and the angle is 

around 5 to 10 degree. Therefore, the real part of ratio correction factor should be larger than zero. 

And only the positive result of equation is considered. This is the hidden condition providing extra 

relationship among the unknowns and making the rank equal to the number of column. 

	
cdd
de
ddd
f#3-	 = ���� �Q��
#3-� = ���Q �QQ�
#3-
 = ���� �Q��

 

(5.16) 

(5.17) 
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and      	
#3-	�
 = X0.9709 − 0.0044Y 0 00 0.9804 − 0.0051Y 00 0 0.9615 − 0.0042Y[ 
The value calculated is exactly the simulated ratio correction fact of voltage transformer at bus q.  

  | = #3-	�
�Q, 

+,-	�
 = |���O = �Q��#3-	�
���O, 

#�-,	�
 = +,-	�
	���i. 

Put the value into the equations, and calculate 

               	
| = X 0.952 + 0.043Y 0.0025 + 0.0012Y 0.0033 + 0.001Y0.0037 + 0.0013Y 0.9303 + 0.0063Y 0.01690.0051 + 0.0011Y 0.013 + 0.0004Y 0.9373 + 0.0055Y[ 
+,-	�
 = X 0.01 + 0.1Y 0.005 + 0.01Y 0.005 + 0.015Y0.005 + 0.01Y 0.015 + 0.15Y 0.005 + 0.012Y0.005 + 0.015Y 0.005 + 0.012Y 0.012 + 0.12Y [ 
#�-,	�
 = X0.9852 − 0.0017Y 0 00 0.9881 − 0.0014Y 00 0 0.9901 − 0.0021Y[ 

With the values of +,-	�
and W calculated, the shunt admittance can be gotten by: 

�-	�
 = +,-	�
 	��(W − I) 
�-	�
 = X0.001 + 0.5Y −0.05Y −0.1Y−0.05Y 0.0008 + 0.48Y −0.15Y−0.1Y −0.15Y 0.001 − 0.55Y[ 

Equation 5.18 to 5.21 show the results of ratio correction factor of voltage transformer at bus 

q, the ratio correction factor of current transformer with direction from bus q to bus p, the line 

impedance, and the line shunt admittance. The values calculated are correct, with the same value as 

the real values. The accuracy is very high because of the zero errors of the pre-calibrated voltage 

(5.18) 

(5.19) 

(5.20) 

(5.21) 
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transformer and current transformer. For the application in real word, the errors of results depend on 

the accuracy level of the pre-calibrated instrument transformers. In a two-bus system, when the ratio 

correction factors of one of the three-phase voltage transformers and one of the three-phase current 

transformers are pre-calibrated, the line parameters can be calculated as well as the ratio correction 

factors of the other voltage transformer and current transformer. The results gotten by the method 

are exactly the same as the true values. It proves the correction and reliability of the method.  

After understanding the calculation method in two-bus system, in the next section, the 

calculation in n-bus m-branch power system will be discussed.  

  

5. 3 Line parameter calculation and instrument transformer calibration 

in power system 

Last section shows the process of calculating line parameters, impedance and shunt 

admittance, during the calibration of instrument transformers in a two-bus system. The method 

requires knowing the ratio correction factors of voltage transformers at one bus and the ratio 

correction factors of current transformers in one direction. Two-bus system is the simplest system. 

The method used in two-bus system will be extended to the whole system in this section. 

Actually, power system consists of numerous two-bus systems connected together. In figure 

5.2, the red bus (bus p) is where pre-calibrated voltage transformer is installed and the red arrow is 

the direction (from bus p to bus q) with pre-calibrated current transformers. 
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Figure 5.2 Illustration of equation groups under different conditions 

 
 

The impedance and shunt admittance of line pq are calculated with equation 5.21 in last 

section. During the process, the ratio correction factors of voltage transformer at bus q and current 

transformer monitoring direction from bus q to bus p are also solved. With the ratio correction factor 

of voltage transformer at bus q, the voltage measurements at bus q can be calibrated. Therefore, the 

ratio correction factor of current transformer from bus q to bus s is the missing value to calculate the 

line parameter of line qs. Kirchoff's law says at any node of the electric circuit, the sum of currents 

flowing into that node is equal to the sum of currents flowing out of that node [15].  Considering the 

ratio correction factor of current transformers, the equation of Kirchoff’s law is shown in equation 

5.22. 

#�-,	�
�-,	�
 + #�-�	�
�-�	�
 + #�-�	�
�-�	�
 = 0 

Here: #�-,	�
 , is the ratio correction factor of current transformer monitoring direction from 

bus q to bus p;  

            #�-�	�
 , is the ratio correction factor of current transformer monitoring direction from bus q to 

bus s; 

(5.22) 
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            #�-�	�
 , is the ratio correction factor of current transformer monitoring direction from bus q to 

bus r; 

            �-,	�
 , is the phasor measurements of  three-phase PMUs monitoring currents from bus q to 

bus p;  

            �-�	�
 , is the phasor measurements of  three-phase PMUs monitoring currents from bus q to 

bus s;  

            �-�	�
 , is the phasor measurements of  three-phase PMUs monitoring currents from bus q to 

bus r;  

K���RST is calculated with method in section 5.3. With pre-calibrated voltage transformer at bus p and 

current transformer from bus p to bus q, ratio correction factor of voltage transformer at bus q 

(K��RST), ratio correction factor of current transformer from bus q to bus p (K���RST), and the line 

parameters can be achieved. Load scenarios provide multiply sets of equation 5.22 and form the 

equation group 5.23. 

�	K���RSTI��_�RST + K���RSTI��_�RST + K���RSTI��_�RST = 0			⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮K���RSTI��_PRST + K���RSTI��_PRST + K���RSTI��_PRST = 0 

 

Here, subscript 1, …, n means the measurements obtained with the n-th load scenario 

With K���RST  pre-calculated and n set of equations, the ratio correction factors of current 

transformers K���RST  and K���RST  can be solved based on the equations. Therefore, the current ratio 

correction factors can be calculated throughout the system with Kirchoff's law. 

Combining Kirchoff's law and the method in last section for the whole system, the equation 

is too complex to be solved. The equations are nonlinear and need to be solved with Newton 

Raphson iteration method. However, the equations contain inverse computation with matrix which 

(5.23) 
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is too complex to get derivative. The method explained in section 5.2 needs to be improved to get 

rid of matrix inverse calculation. 

In a general system, change equation 5.3 to meet each line:  

^ 0 = #3,	�
/,	�
 − #3-	�
/-	�
 − +,-	�
(#�,-	�
�,-	�
 − #3,	�
/,	�
)0 = −#3,	�
/,	�
 + #3-	�
/-	�
 − +,-	�
(#�-,	�
�-,	�
 − �-	�
#3-	�
/-	�
) 
Change equation 5.24 into 5.25 

a 0 = (� + +,-	�
�-	�
)"#3,	�
/,	�
 − g� + +,-	�
�-	�
h#3-	�
/-	�
−g� + +,-	�
�-	�
h+,-	�
#�,-	�
�,-	�
0 = −#3,	�
/,	�
 + g� + +,-	�
�-	�
h#3-	�
/-	�
 − +,-	�
#�-,	�
�-,	�
 

Let 

cde
df �� = g� + +,-	�
�-	�
h#3-	�
�" = g� + +,-	�
�-	�
h"#3,	�
�O = g� + +,-	�
�-	�
h+,-	�
#�,-	�
�i = +,-	�
#�-,	�


 

Then equation 5.25 can be rewritten as 5.27 

  ^0 = �"/,	�
 − ��/-	�
 − �O�,-	�
								0 = −#3,	�
/,	�
 + ��/-	�
 − �i�-,	�
 

Replace the matrix of (� + +,-	�
�-	�
) as �K.  

   

cde
df �� = �K#3-	�
�" = �K"#3,	�
�O = �K+,-	�
#�,-	�
�i = +,-	�
#�-,	�


 

With the first two equation in 5.28 

�� = p�K�#3-	 �K"#3-� �KO#3-
�Ki#3-	 �KQ#3-� �KK#3-
�K}#3-	 �K"~#3-� �K�#3-
 r 

(5.26) 

(5.28) 

(5.24) 

(5.25) 

(5.27) 
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�����"#3,	�
�� = #3-	�
���K =
vww
www
wx �K�#3-	 �K"#3-	 �KO#3-	�Ki#3-� �KQ#3-� �KK#3-��K}#3-
 �K~#3-
 �K�#3-
 yzz

zzz
z{
 

= _��Q��� − ��K��~ ��O��~ − ��"��� ��"��K − ��O��Q��K��} − ��i��� ������ − ��O��} ��O��i − �����K��i��~ − ��Q��} ��"��} − �����~ �����Q − ��"��i`���(��Q��� − ��K��~) + ��"(��K��} − ��i���) + ��O(��i��~ − ��Q��}) ×
vww
www
wx �"�#3,	 �""#3,� �"O#3,
�"i#3,	 �"Q#3,� �"K#3,
�"}#3,	 �"~#3,� �"�#3,
 yzz

zzz
z{
 

Let @ = ���(��Q��� − ��K��~) + ��"(��K��} − ��i���) + ��O(��i��~ − ��Q��}) 
Because #3-	�
 is the ratio correction factor of certain voltage transformer in the system. The value of 

correction factor usually has positive real part. Therefore only the positive square roots are 

considered in equation 5.29. 

cd
dde
ddd
f#3-	 = � �11(�����"#3,	�
��)� = � @#3,	 �11�"�(��Q��� − ��K��~) + �"i(��O��~ − ��"���) + �"}(��"��K − ��O��Q)
#3-� = � �15(�����"#3,	�
��)Q = � @#3,� �15�""(��K��} − ��i���) + �"Q(������ − ��O��}) + �"~(��O��i − �����K)
#3-
 = � �19(�����"#3,	�
��)� = � @#3,
 �19�"O(��i��~ − ��Q��}) + �"K(��"��} − �����~) + �"�(�����Q − ��"��i)

 

 

�K can be calculated by equation 5.30: 

(5.29) 
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(5.30) �K = �� ∗ #3-	�
�� =
vww
wwx
������� ������� �������������� ������� �������������� ������� ������� yzz

zz{ 
The impedance matrix of line is relative to �O and �K and #�,-	�
as shown in the third equation of 

5.28, consider #�,-	�
 	ℎ2 2, which is assumed to be uniform matrix in two-bus system. 

+,-	�
 = �K���O#�,-	�
�� = p+,-� +,-" +,-O+,-O +,-i +,-Q+,-O +,-Q +,-K r 

_�KQ�K� − �KK�K~ �KO�K~ − �K"�K� �K"�KK − �KO�KQ�KK�K} − �Ki�K� �K��K� − �KO�K} �KO�Ki − �K��KK�Ki�K~ − �KQ�K} �K"�K} − �K��K~ �K��KQ − �K"�Ki`�K�(�KQ�K� − �KK�K~) + �K"(�KK�K} − �Ki�K�) + �KO(�Ki�K~ − �KQ�K})
vww
www
wx �O�#�,-	 �O"#�,-� �OO#�,-
�Oi#�,-	 �OQ#�,-� �OK#�,-
�O}#�,-	 �O~#�,-� �O�#�,-
 yzz

zzz
z{
 

Let T=�K�(�KQ�K� − �KK�K~) + �K"(�KK�K} − �Ki�K�) + �KO(�Ki�K~ − �KQ�K}) 

(5.31) 
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cd
dd
dd
dd
dd
de
dd
dd
dd
dd
dd
f+,-� = �O�(�KQ�K� − �KK�K~) + �Oi(�KO�K~ − �K"�K�) + �O}(�K"�KK − �KO�KQ)#�,-	 %
+,-" = �O"(�KQ�K� − �KK�K~) + �OQ(�KO�K~ − �K"�K�) + �O~(�K"�KK − �KO�KQ)#�,-� %
+,-O = �OO(�KQ�K� − �KK�K~) + �OK(�KO�K~ − �K"�K�) + �O�(�K"�KK − �KO�KQ)#�,-
 %
+,-" = �O�(�KK�K} − �Ki�K�) + �Oi(�K��K� − �KO�K}) + �O}(�KO�Ki − �K��KK)#�,-	 %
+,-i = �O"(�KK�K} − �Ki�K�) + �OQ(�K��K� − �KO�K}) + �O~(�KO�Ki − �K��KK)#�,-� %
+,-Q = �OO(�KK�K} − �Ki�K�) + �OK(�K��K� − �KO�K}) + �O�(�KO�Ki − �K��KK)#�,-
 %
+,-O = �O�(�Ki�K~ − �KQ�K}) + �Oi(�K"�K} − �K��K~) + �O}(�K��KQ − �K"�Ki)#�,-	 %
+,-Q = �O"(�Ki�K~ − �KQ�K}) + �OQ(�K"�K} − �K��K~) + �O~(�K��KQ − �K"�Ki)#�,-� %
+,-K = �OO(�Ki�K~ − �KQ�K}) + �OK(�K"�K} − �K��K~) + �O�(�K��KQ − �K"�Ki)#�,-
 %

 

And ratio correction factor of current transformer from bus q to bus p is in 5.32. 

cde
df#�-,	 = �41¡¢��#�-,� = �45¡¢��#�-,
 = �49¡¢��

 

For each line pq in the system, the following equations can be generated: 

1. Voltage and current relationship through the line in equation 5.27 

The equations above are represented by £�g�1,�2,�3,�4,#¤¥�¦§h = 0 

2. Ratio correction factor of voltage transformer in equation 5.29, which is 

£"g�1,�2,#¤¥�¦§,#¤¨�¦§h = 0 

3.  Equations for �K as in 5.30,  

(5.32) 

(5.33) 

(5.34) 

(5.35) 
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£Og�1,#¤¨�¦§, �6h = 0 

4. Impedance matrix in equation 5.31,  

£ig�3,�6, #Y¥¨�¦§, +¥¨�¦§h = 0 

5. Ratio correction factor of current transformer in equation 5.32,  

£Qg�4, +¥¨�¦§, #Y¨¥�¦§h = 0 

6. And the Kickoff’s law equation to extend the correct current transformers ratio 

correction factors in every bus with at least one current transformer with pre-calibrated 

or calculated ratio correction factor in equation 5.23. 

£Kg#Y¥¨�¦§,#Y¥ �¦§, … h = 0 

Combining the six equation groups, the final equation group is present in equation 5.39 

Y = JX 

The equation group indicates nonlinear relationship among the unknowns (X), which are the 

elements of replacements of ��, �",	�O, �i and �K, and the ratio correction factors of voltage and 

current transformers need to be calibrated in the system, and the line impedance. 

Get the derivative matrix H with unknowns, 

H = ∂y∂x 

Here,  

∂£�∂�� =
vww
www
wx−(/-	�
)� 0�×O 0�×O0�×O −(/-	�
)� 0�×O0�×O 0�×O −(/-	�
)�(/-	�
)� 0�×O 0�×O0�×O (/-	�
)� 0�×O0�×O 0�×O (/-	�
)� yzz

zzz
z{
 

(5.39) 

(5.36) 

(5.37) 

(5.38) 
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∂£�∂�" = vww
wx(/,	�
)� 0�×O 0�×O0�×O (/-	�
)� 0�×O0�×O 0�×O (/-	�
)�0O×� yzz

z{
 

∂£�∂�O = vww
wx−(�,-	�
)� 0�×O 0�×O0�×O −(�,-	�
)� 0�×O0�×O 0�×O −(�,-	�
)�0O×� yzz

z{
 

∂£�∂�i = vww
wx 0O×�−(�-,	�
)� 0�×O 0�×O0�×O −(�-,	�
)� 0�×O0�×O 0�×O −(�-,	�
)�yzz

z{
 

∂£�∂#3,	�
 = vww
wx 0O×O−/,	 0�×� 0�×�0�×� −/,� 0�×�0�×� 0�×O −/,
yzz

z{
 

In the second equation group in equation 5.29, the partial derivatives are listed as bellow: 

� = @#¤¥� ��� 

. = �21 ®�15�19−�16�18¯+�24®�13�18 −�12�19¯+�23(�12�16 − �13�15) 
°�°��� = @#¤¥� +#¤¥� ��� ®�15�19 − �16�18¯ 

°�°��" = #¤¥� ���®�16�17 −�14�19¯ 

°�°��O = #¤¥� ���(�14�18 − �15�17) 
°�°��i = #¤¥� ���(�13�18 − �12�19) 
°�°��Q = #¤¥� ���®�11�19 −�13�17¯ 
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°�°��K = #¤¥� ���(�12�17 − �11�18) 
°�°��} = #¤¥� ��� ®�12�16− �13�15¯ 
°�°��~ = #¤¥� ���®�13�14 −�11�16¯ 
°�°��� = #¤¥� ���(�11�15 −�12�14) °.°��� = 0 

°.°��" = �16�27 −�19�24 

°.°��O = �18�24 −�15�27 

°.°��i = 0 

°.°��Q = �19�21 −�13�27 
°.°��K = �12�27 −�18�21 
°.°��} = 0 

°.°��~ = �13�24 −�16�21 
°.°��� = �15�21 −�12�24 

°.°�"� = �15�19 −�16�18 °.°�"i = �13�18 −�12�19 
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°.°�"} = �12�16 −�13�15 

∂£"�∂�11,4,7 = 12 °�°�11,4,7� 1�. ;		∂£"�∂�1j = 12
²³²�1j . − ²´²�1j �." �.� ;	 ∂£"�∂�21,4,7 = −12 °.°�21� �.O 

∂£"�∂#3,	 = @�112 � 1�. 

In the second equation group, the partial derivatives of the second equation are listed as bellow: 

µ = @#¤¥¦ ��Q 

5 = �22®�16�17− �14�19¯+ �25®�11�19 − �13�17¯+ �28(�13�14 − �11�16) 
°µ°��� = #¤¥¦ ��Q ®�15�19− �16�18¯ 

°µ°��" = #¤¥¦ ��Q®�16�17 −�14�19¯ 

°µ°��O = #¤¥¦ ��Q(�14�18 −�15�17) 
°µ°��i = #¤¥¦ ��Q(�13�18 −�12�19) 
°µ°��Q = @#¤¥¦ +#¤¥¦ ��Q®�11�19 −�13�17¯ 
°µ°��K = #¤¥¦ ��Q(�12�17 −�11�18) 
°µ°��} = #¤¥¦ ��Q ®�12�16− �13�15¯ 
°µ°��~ = #¤¥¦ ��Q®�13�14 −�11�16¯ 
°µ°��� = #¤¥¦ ��Q(�11�15 −�12�14) 
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°5°��� = �19�25 −�16�28 

°5°��" = 0 

°5°��O = �14�28 −�17�25 

°5°��i = �13�28 −�19�22 

°5°��Q = 0 

°5°��K = �17�22 −�11�28 
°5°��} = �16�22 −�13�25 
°5°��~ = 0 

°5°��� = �11�25 −�14�22 

°5°�"" = �16�17 −�14�19 
°5°�"Q = �11�19 −�13�17 
°5°�"~ = �13�14 −�11�16 

∂£""∂�12,5,8 = 12 °µ°�12,5,8� 1µ5 ;		∂£""∂�1j = 12
²¶²�1j 5 − ²·²�1j µ5" �5µ  

∂£""∂�22,5,8 = −12 °5°�22,5,8� µ5O 
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∂£""∂#3,� = @�152 � 1µ5 

In the second equation group, the partial derivatives of the third equation are listed as bellow: 

¸ = @#¤¥§ ��� 

£ = �23 ®�14�18−�15�17¯+�26®�12�17 − �11�18¯+ �29(�11�15 − �12�14) 
°¸°��� = #¤¥§ ��� ®�15�19− �16�18¯ 

°¸°��" = #¤¥§ ���®�16�17 −�14�19¯ 

°¸°��O = #¤¥§ ���(�14�18 −�15�17) 
°¸°��i = #¤¥§ ���(�13�18 −�12�19) 
°¸°��Q = #¤¥§ ���®�11�19 −�13�17¯ 
°¸°��K = #¤¥§ ���(�12�17 −�11�18) 
°¸°��} = #¤¥§ ��� ®�12�16− �13�15¯ 
°¸°��~ = #¤¥§ ���®�13�14 −�11�16¯ 
°¸°��� = @#¤¥§ +#¤¥§ ��� ®�11�15 − �12�14¯ 
°£°��� = �15�29 −�18�26 

°£°��" = �17�26 −�14�29 

°£°��O = 0 
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°£°��i = �18�23 −�12�29 

°£°��Q = �11�29 −�17�23 
°£°��K = 0 

°£°��} = �12�26 −�17�23 
°£°��~ = �14�23 −�11�26 
°£°��� = 0 

°£°�"O = �14�18 −�15�17 
°£°�"K = �12�17 −�11�18 
°£°�"� = �11�15 −�12�14 

∂£"O∂�13,6,9 = 12 °¸°�13,6,9� 1̧£ ;		∂£"O∂�1j = 12
²¹²�1j £ − ²º²�1j ¸£" �£̧ 

∂£"O∂�23,6,9 = −12 °£°�23,6,9�£̧O 

∂£"O∂#3,
 = @�192 � 1̧£ 

After getting all the partial derivatives for £"g��, �", #3,	�
 , #3-	�
h = 0, the partial derivatives for  

£Og��, #3-	�
 , �Kh = 0 will be discussed: 
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∂£O∂�1j =
vw
www
wx»Y�¼( 1#3-	�
) 0(3 × 3) 0(3 × 3)
0(3 × 3) »Y�¼( 1#3-	�
) 0(3 × 3)
0(3 × 3) 0(3 × 3) »Y�¼( 1#3-	�
)yz

zzz
z{
 

∂£O∂#¤¨�¦§ =
vw
ww
ww
wx»Y�¼(− �1123g#3-	�
h")»Y�¼(− �1456g#3-	�
h")»Y�¼(− �1789g#3-	�
h")yz

zz
zz
z{
 

The partial derivatives for £ig�O, �K, #�,-	�
 , +,-	�
h = 0 are calculated as bellow: 

∂%∂�K� = �KQ�K� − �KK�K~ 

∂%∂�K" = �KK�K} − �Ki�K� 

∂%∂�KO = �Ki�K~ − �KQ�K} 

∂%∂�Ki = �KO�K~ − �K"�K� 

∂%∂�KQ = �K��K� − �KO�K} 

∂%∂�KK = �K"�K} − �K��K~ 

∂%∂�K} = �K"�KK − �KO�KQ 

∂%∂�K~ = �KO�Ki − �K��KK 
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∂%∂�K� = �K��KQ − �K"�Ki 

½� = �O�(�KQ�K� − �KK�K~) + �Oi(�KO�K~ − �K"�K�) + �O}(�K"�KK − �KO�KQ) ∂½�∂�K� = ∂½�∂�Ki = ∂½�∂�K} = 0 

∂½�∂�K" = �KK�O} − �K��Oi 

∂½�∂�KO = �K~�Oi − �KQ�O} 
∂½�∂�KQ = �K��O� − �KO�O} 
∂½�∂�KK = �K"�O} − �K~�O� 
∂½�∂�K~ = �KO�Oi − �KK�O� 
∂½�∂�K� = �KQ�O� − �K"�Oi 
∂½�∂�O� = �KQ�K� − �KK�K~ 

∂½�∂�Oi = �KO�K~ − �K"�K� 

∂½�∂�O} = �K"�KK − �KO�KQ 

½" = �O"(�KQ�K� − �KK�K~) + �OQ(�KO�K~ − �K"�K�) + �O~(�K"�KK − �KO�KQ) ∂½"∂�K� = ∂½"∂�Ki = ∂½"∂�K} = 0 

∂½"∂�K" = �KK�O~ − �K��OQ 
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∂½"∂�KO = �K~�OQ − �KQ�O~ 
∂½"∂�KQ = �K��O" − �KO�O~ 
∂½"∂�KK = �K"�O~ − �K~�O" 
∂½"∂�K~ = �KO�OQ − �KK�O" 
∂½"∂�K� = �KQ�O" − �K"�OQ 
∂½"∂�O" = �KQ�K� − �KK�K~ 

∂½"∂�OQ = �KO�K~ − �K"�K� 

∂½"∂�O~ = �K"�KK − �KO�KQ 

½O = �OO(�KQ�K� − �KK�K~) + �OK(�KO�K~ − �K"�K�) + �O�(�K"�KK − �KO�KQ) ∂½O∂�K� = ∂½O∂�Ki = ∂½O∂�K} = 0 

∂½O∂�K" = �KK�O� − �K��OK 

∂½O∂�KO = �K~�OK − �KQ�O� 
∂½O∂�KQ = �K��OO − �KO�O� 
∂½O∂�KK = �K"�O� − �K~�OO 
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∂½O∂�K~ = �KO�OK − �KK�OO 
∂½O∂�K� = �KQ�OO − �K"�OK 
∂½O∂�OO = �KQ�K� − �KK�K~ 

∂½O∂�OK = �KO�K~ − �K"�K� 

∂½O∂�O� = �K"�KK − �KO�KQ 

½i = �O�(�KK�K} − �Ki�K�) + �Oi(�K��K� − �KO�K}) + �O}(�KO�Ki − �K��KK) ∂½i∂�K" = ∂½i∂�KQ = ∂½i∂�K~ = 0 

∂½i∂�K� = �K��Oi − �KK�O} 

∂½i∂�KO = �Ki�O} − �K}�Oi 
∂½i∂�Ki = �KO�O} − �K��O� 
∂½i∂�KK = �K}�O� − �K��O} 
∂½i∂�K} = �KK�O� − �KO�Oi 
∂½i∂�K� = �K��Oi − �Ki�O� 
∂½i∂�O� = �KK�K} − �Ki�K� 
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∂½i∂�Oi = �K��K� − �KO�K} 

∂½i∂�O} = �KO�Ki − �K��KK 

½Q = �O"(�KK�K} − �Ki�K�) + �OQ(�K��K� − �KO�K}) + �O~(�KO�Ki − �K��KK) ∂½Q∂�K" = ∂½Q∂�KQ = ∂½Q∂�K~ = 0 

∂½Q∂�K� = �K��OQ − �KK�O~ 

∂½Q∂�KO = �Ki�O~ − �K}�OQ 
∂½Q∂�Ki = �KO�O~ − �K��O" 
∂½Q∂�KK = �K}�O" − �K��O~ 
∂½Q∂�K} = �KK�O" − �KO�OQ 
∂½Q∂�K� = �K��OQ − �Ki�O" 
∂½Q∂�O" = �KK�K} − �Ki�K� 

∂½Q∂�OQ = �K��K� − �KO�K} 

∂½Q∂�O~ = �KO�Ki − �K��KK 

½K = �OO(�KK�K} − �Ki�K�) + �OK(�K��K� − �KO�K}) + �O�(�KO�Ki − �K��KK) 
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∂½K∂�K" = ∂½K∂�KQ = ∂½K∂�K~ = 0 

∂½K∂�K� = �K��OK − �KK�O� 

∂½K∂�KO = �Ki�O� − �K}�OK 
∂½K∂�Ki = �KO�O� − �K��OO 
∂½K∂�KK = �K}�OO − �K��O� 
∂½K∂�K} = �KK�OO − �KO�OK 
∂½K∂�K� = �K��OK − �Ki�OO 
∂½K∂�OO = �KK�K} − �Ki�K� 

∂½K∂�OK = �K��K� − �KO�K} 

∂½K∂�O� = �KO�Ki − �K��KK 

½} = �O�(�Ki�K~ − �KQ�K}) + �Oi(�K"�K} − �K��K~) + �O}(�K��KQ − �K"�Ki) ∂½}∂�KO = ∂½}∂�KK = ∂½}∂�K� = 0 

∂½}∂�K� = �KQ�O} − �K~�Oi 

∂½}∂�K" = �K}�Oi − �Ki�O} 
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∂½}∂�Ki = �K~�O� − �K"�O} 
∂½}∂�KQ = �K��O} − �K}�O� 
∂½}∂�K} = �K"�Oi − �KQ�O� 
∂½}∂�K~ = �Ki�O� − �K��Oi 
∂½}∂�O� = �Ki�K~ − �KQ�K} 

∂½}∂�Oi = �K"�K} − �K��K~ 

∂½}∂�O} = �K��KQ − �K"�Ki 

½~ = �O"(�Ki�K~ − �KQ�K}) + �OQ(�K"�K} − �K��K~) + �O~(�K��KQ − �K"�Ki) ∂½~∂�KO = ∂½~∂�KK = ∂½~∂�K� = 0 

∂½~∂�K� = �KQ�O~ − �K~�OQ 

∂½~∂�K" = �K}�OQ − �Ki�O~ 

∂½~∂�Ki = �K~�O" − �K"�O~ 
∂½~∂�KQ = �K��O~ − �K}�O" 
∂½~∂�K} = �K"�OQ − �KQ�O" 
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∂½~∂�K~ = �Ki�O" − �K��OQ 
∂½~∂�O" = �Ki�K~ − �KQ�K} 

∂½~∂�OQ = �K"�K} − �K��K~ 

∂½~∂�O~ = �K��KQ − �K"�Ki 

½� = �OO(�Ki�K~ − �KQ�K}) + �OK(�K"�K} − �K��K~) + �O�(�K��KQ − �K"�Ki) ∂½�∂�KO = ∂½�∂�KK = ∂½�∂�K� = 0 

∂½�∂�K� = �KQ�O� − �K~�OK 

∂½�∂�K" = �K}�OK − �Ki�O� 

∂½�∂�Ki = �K~�OO − �K"�O� 
∂½�∂�KQ = �K��O� − �K}�OO 
∂½�∂�K} = �K"�OK − �KQ�OO 
∂½�∂�K~ = �Ki�OO − �K��OK 
∂½�∂�OO = �Ki�K~ − �KQ�K} 

∂½�∂�OK = �K"�K} − �K��K~ 
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∂½�∂�O� = �K��KQ − �K"�Ki 

∂£i∂�K = 1#�,-	�
(%)" (∂½∂�K % − ∂%∂�K ½) 
∂£i∂�O = 1#�,-	�
% ∂½∂�O 

∂£i∂#�,-	�
 = −½% 1(#�,-	�
)" 

Next is to calculate the partial derivatives of function  £Qg�i, +,-	�
 , #�-,	�
h = 0 

∂£Q∂�i = X1 +,-�⁄ 0 00 0 00 0 0		
0 0 00 1 +,-Q⁄ 00 0 0		

0 0 00 0 00 0 1 +,-	�⁄ [ 
∂£Q∂+,-	�
 = X−�i� (+,-� )"� 0 00 0 00 0 0		

0 0 00 −�iQ (+,-Q )"� 00 0 0		
0 0 00 0 00 0 −�i� (+,-� )"� [ 

Finally, the last equations of Kirckoff’s law £Kg#�,-	�
 , #�,�	�
 , … h = 0 

∂£K∂#�$	�
 = »Y�¼(�$	�
) 
Apply Newton-Raphson Iteration to get the results. 

ɛ = Y − �8 = HX − H�8 = � − H�8 
With a reasonable starting value for correction factors, usually setting as (1.0+j0) the non-

linear iterative estimation is carried out by the weighted least squares technique until the mismatch 

becomes smaller than a certain threshold, as shown below in (5.41) through (5.42). 

Y
k k

est
Y Y∆ = −  

1
1 1

( () ) ( )T Tk k k k k
X H W H W YH

−
− −

∆ = ∆        

In equations (5.41-5.42), the variables are defined as: 

(5.40) 

(5.41) 

(5.42) 
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“k” subscript—The k-th iteration of the weighted least squares process 

k

est
Y

 
—The estimated current measurements that change with the estimated values of 

correction factors for each iteration  

Y∆    —The mismatch vector of the transducer correction factors  

W     —The covariance matrix of the PMU measurement vector, z 

When the mismatch between the correction factors of the last two consecutive iterations is 

negligible, the final calibration factors are achieved. 

 

5. 4 Simulation and Conclusion 

Three-phase transmission line parameter calculation and instrument transformers calibration 

in a two-bus system is presented in section 5.2 and section 5.3 showed the method applying in a 

normal power system. This technique is based on only one pre-calibrated three-phase voltage 

transformer and one pre-calibrated current transformer in the system. PMUs phasor measurements 

under different load scans provide redundant measurement to form enough equations. This 

simulation of the three-phase calibration technique has been applied to Dominion Virginia Power’s 

500kV transmission network. DVP’s system contains 30-bus and 36-branch as shown in figure 5.3.    
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Figure 5.3 Dominion Virginia Power’s 500kV transmission network 
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The same load curve during 24-hour as in section 3.4 is used in this part as well as the error 

simulated for instrument transformers. The difference is that in this method all the line parameters 

are unknowns which need to be calculated. The results are shown in figure 5.4 and figure 5.5. 

In this simulation, error source in PMU measurements is the ratio correction factors of the 

transducers. Results show the difference between assumed magnitude correction factors and 

estimated correction factors of instrument transformers and the errors between line parameter 

calculated and the line parameter values. Figure 5.4 shows the difference between calculated line 

impedance and the real line impedance used to generate three-phase power flow data. Figure 5.4 (a) 

is for the real part of line impedance, resistance, while figure 5.4 (b) is for the imaginary part, 

reactance, of line impedance. Figure 5.5 shows the difference between calculated line shunt 

admittance and the real shunt admittance used to generate three-phase power flow data.  Figure 5.5 

(a) is for the real part of line shunt admittance, conductance, while figure 5.5 (b) is for the imaginary 

part, susceptance, of line shunt admittance. The calibration results of voltage and current 

transformers are shown in Figure 5.6. Calculation was performed in MATLAB using double 

precision arithmetic. It should be noted that the errors in estimation of RCFs of CVTs are of the 

order of 10-12 per unit and the errors in calculated line parameters are of the order of 10-13 per unit. 

The results prove the method is correct to implement and to apply in power system. 

This new method overcomes these disadvantages from regular method, which requires lots 

of materials properties information. Instead of calculating from physical and electro-magnetic 

modeling, the new method uses the measurements of synchronized PMU with requirement of only 

two pre-calibrated instrument transformers in the system. It is a fast, convenient, and highly efficient 

method.  We believe this method will benefit power system industry.  
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 5.4 The error in resistance and reactance for line impedance R (a) and X (b) 
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 (a)  

 

(b) 

Figure 5.5 The error in conductance and susceptance for line admittance G (a) and B (b) 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 5.6 The error in magnitude for both voltage transformers (a) and current transformers 

(b) with line calibration 
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CHAPTER 6 CONCLUSION 

 

6.1     Conclusion 

All measurements in power system, such as RTU measurements, synchronized phasor 

measurements, Frequency Disturbance Recorder (FDR) measurements, are achieved from reduced 

level signals provided by current and voltage transformers [8]. In order to get accurate 

measurements, instrument transformers should be calibrated at least once a year. The errors caused 

by instrument transformer vary from 0.2% to 10% depending on its accuracy class. Beyond the 

errors existing since the beginning, errors of instrument transformer are affected by lots of factors: 

environmental factors, time of usage, load variation and etc.  

This work introduces a novel method of three-phase transducers calibration with 

synchronized phasor measurements. The method only requires one pre-calibrated voltage 

transformer, from which PMU calculates high-accuracy three-phase voltages based on the algorithm 

installed. This new method is labor-free and low-cost, which can run as often as twice a day. Based 

on the simulation, this method achieves desirable results and can be implemented in most power 

systems.       

The most important part of the dissertation is three-phase transmission line parameter 

calculation with three-phase transducers calibration. This creative method proposes a novel way to 

calculate line parameters and get much more accurate and reliable results than the traditional method, 

which uses electro-magnetic modeling and material characteristics. This method, instead of applying 

physical modeling to get line parameters, uses the synchronized phasor measurements to calculate 

the line parameters. Requiring only one pre-calibrated voltage transformer and one pre-calibrated 

current transformer, highly accurate line parameters as well as ratio correction factors of transducers 
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can be achieved. The accuracy of the line parameters is dependant on how accurate the pre-

calibrated transducers are. The method is creative, accurate and low-cost, which will have 

significant influence on modeling process in power systems. 

Simulations of the methods proposed in this thesis are implemented in DVP 500kV system. 

Based on the three-phase power flow generated in chapter 2, PMU measurements are simulated by 

applying timing errors to the power flow results. Three-phase instrument transformer calibration has 

convincing results with negligible errors. Three-phase line parameter calculation with transducer 

calibration is also proven to be accurate. The line parameters calculated are almost the same values 

as the real parameters used to generate three-phase power flow. 

6.2     Future work 

Further research should be implemented to learn the ratio correction factors variations during 

one day and one month after all the PMUs installed in DVP 500 kV system. Applying the new line 

parameters calculation method, the line parameters can be calculated as often as once every day. 

Since the method can calculate line parameters in real-time, the line parameters become dynamic 

values instead of the static values provided by line designer. The factors influencing line parameters 

can be further investigated based on the method, such as under normal power system operation, 

under contingency or events like load shedding, and under different environmental factors. 

However, the method used for calculation three-phase line parameters has its disadvantages. 

Firstly, it requires full observability of PMUs in the system; secondly, the calculation speed is 

limited by the number of unknowns, which is 54 for each branch. The future work will focus on 

how to increase the speed with reasonably reducing the number of unknowns. Instead of the 

traditional π-model of transmission line, it’s possible for the method to calculate self-phase line 

parameters with the mutual value converted to the self-phase value.  
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